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Historical

The Orphan of India
Sharon Maas
Previous Translation Publishers
Nouvion Trade Sociedad Anonima (Hungarian), Corint Books (Romanian)

Perfect for fans of Dinah Jefferies, Santa Montefiore and Diane
Chamberlain.
Sharon Maas has sold almost 300,000 books since she started
publishing with Bookouture.
Editor's Note

Retail Description
An utterly evocative and heart-wrenching novel about the importance of family, love and being true to yourself. Perfect for fans
of Dinah Jefferies, Santa Montefiore and Diane Chamberlain.
Living on the streets of Bombay, Jyothi has no-one to turn to after her mother is involved in a tragic accident. But after a chance
meeting with Monika and Jack Kingsley, Jyothi’s life changes forever when the young couple decide to adopt her.
The new family return to England, but Jyothi finds it difficult to adapt. As Monika and Jack’s relationship fractures, Jyothi is more
alone than ever and music becomes her solace. But even when her extraordinary musical talent transforms into a promising
career, Jyothi still doesn’t feel like she belongs.
Then a turbulent love affair causes her to question everything. And Jyothi realises that before she can embrace her future, she
must confront the pain of her past...

Reviews for Sharon Maas
‘Why on earth haven't I read anything by Sharon Maas before? I loved this – beautifully written, touched my heart, and quite
enthralling.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
‘I simply adored this book … beautifully written and I loved it from the start and felt even a little bereft when it had ended … I
cannot recommend this book highly enough’ Donna’s Book Blog, 5 stars

Author Biography
Sharon Maas was born in Georgetown, Guyana, in 1951 and educated in Guyana and England. After leaving school
she worked as a staff journalist at the Guyana Graphic and the Sunday Chronicle in Georgetown. Sharon has always
had a great sense of adventure and curiosity about the world we live in, and Guyana could not hold her for long. In
1971 she set off on a year-long backpacking trip around South America and spent two years in an Ashram in South
India.

Historical
366 pages | Pub Date 28/6/2017 | 9781786811790 | Unagented

Crime Thriller

Fearless Girl
Emma Tallon

For fans of Martina Cole, Kimberley Chambers and Jessie Keane
This series has sold over 105,000 copies to date

Editor's Note
This is the sixth book in Emma Tallon’s successful crime series and it’s a cracker! Emma is absolutely plugged into the gangland
crime readership, engaging with readers through social media and forums and going to crime festivals. She is an author who
consistently reviews well with an average rating of 4.7 stars on Amazon UK. Her fans love the crime world she has created and
the characters she's developed over the course of the series. Quite simply Emma is an author with a big following and huge
potential and this book really knocked my socks off when Emma delivered it. It's a brilliant plot with new characters and old
enemies. As with all of Emma's books, her current fans will not be disappointed, but it's also accessible and exciting for new
readers to come into the series at this point. I cannot wait to publish this book.

Retail Description
When everything changes, you have to come out fighting.
It’s been three years since Freddie Tyler was sent to prison, now he’s back on the streets of London and about to find out that
everything has changed. As Freddie enters his West End club for the first time in years, he finds ex-girlfriend Anna Davis sitting
behind his desk, confidently leading his team of men. Anna used to hate the world he lived in, but she has now become a big
part of it. And she’s not about to give up running the family business easily.
Anna shows a toughness Freddie has never witnessed in her before when she tells him about her new enterprise, smuggling
stolen diamonds through London’s Hatton Garden. And alarm bells start ringing when Freddie meets Anna’s new partner. Cold
and ruthless, Roman Gains isn’t someone Freddie trusts around the club and particularly not around Anna.
Whilst tensions flare between Anna and Freddie, a new Russian firm enters their world, determined to bring the Tylers down.
And when they take out one of his best men, Freddie has to take drastic action to wrestle control from Anna. But she has other
ideas. And when Roman becomes Anna’s closest ally, Freddie finally reaches breaking point. Could this be the fall of the Tyler
empire and the last time Freddie and Anna are on the same side?

Reviews for Emma Tallon
'WOW, WOW, WOW… I devoured it in a day… the twist at the end had me shocked to the core, really did not expect that.’
Goodreads reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘OMG, I love, love, love this series… As is the norm, you are on tenterhooks the whole time through this read. Full of twists and
turns… I cannot praise this book or series enough. Roll on the next one!’ Goodreads reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Emma Tallon is a British writer and mother to a young son. She started her writing career several years ago, as a
freelance ghostwriter. Behind the scenes she has crafted some of the most adventurous, edgy and heart-wrenching
stories you will find in bookshops today. More recently, Emma decided to step out of the literary shadows and launch
the first novel under her own name, Life Game. Emma has plans for several more books in the London Underworld
series.

Crime Thriller
290 pages | Pub Date 14/4/2020 | 9781838881399 | Unagented

Ruthless Girl
Emma Tallon

For fans of Martina Cole, Kimberley Chambers and Jessie Keane
This series has sold over 120,000 copies to date

Editor's Note
Emma Tallon is a bestselling crime author with a successful gangland series. This is the seventh book in the Anna Davis and
Freddie Tyler series and it’s guaranteed to keep her readers glued to the pages. Emma’s books review really well with an
average rating across the series of 4.7 stars on Amazon. The last three books in the series have got hundreds of reviews and 4.8
star ratings. Readers love the world Emma has created for her two central protagonists. In this book, the tables have turned and
a meek and shy Anna has now switched into a ballsy, confident business woman. As Freddie struggles to deal with a face from
his family’s past, Anna is taking on a new business threat that could finish the business once and for all.

Retail Description
Anna Davies and her gangland boyfriend Freddie Tyler practically own the streets of London. They have finally found a way to
work together and their business empire is flourishing. But all of that is set to change when a new face comes into their lives.
Beautiful, rich and powerful, Sophia Ivanov has a simple goal – revenge. She thinks Freddie killed her gangster husband and
she’ll stop at nothing to make everyone involved pay for their actions.
As Freddie rallies against Sophia and her men, Anna is facing her own battle. She went behind Freddie’s back and did
something so terrible that she knows it would end things for them if he ever found out, and she’s not prepared to let that
happen.
As tensions between the couple flare, Sophia’s threats become even more dangerous and they both risk everything to keep the
business they’ve worked so hard to build and to save the lives of those closest to them.
And just as Anna thinks her big secret is safe, their enemy strikes and Freddie finds himself in unthinkable danger. Can he save
himself and get rid of Sophia once and for all? And what will be left when the fighting stops?

Reviews for Emma Tallon
‘I can finally breathe again after holding my breath throughout… Amazing and addictive… I enjoyed every second… An absolute
roller coaster of a story.’ Goodreads reviewer

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘To say this book is fantastic is an understatement! Emma Tallon has a brilliant gift of writing a gritty book that draws you into
the pages and what a blinder this book is.’ Goodreads reviewer

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Emma Tallon is a British writer and mother to a young son. She started her writing career several years ago, as a
freelance ghostwriter. Behind the scenes she has crafted some of the most adventurous, edgy and heart-wrenching
stories you will find in bookshops today. More recently, Emma decided to step out of the literary shadows and launch
the first novel under her own name, Life Game. Emma has plans for several more books in the London Underworld
series.

Crime Thriller
334 pages | Pub Date 29/10/2020 | 9781838881412 | Unagented

Her Revenge
Emma Tallon

For fans of Martina Cole, Kimberley Chambers and Jessie Keane
Emma Tallon's previous series sold over 134,000 copies

Editor's Note
Bestselling gangland crime author, Emma Tallon, is back with a new series! Meet the Drew family, headed up by not-to-bemessed-with Lily Drew and her smart and strong niece Scarlett, whose father was just killed in a gangland hit so she’s out for
revenge. Her Revenge is the first in the new series and I’m confident that Emma has nailed all of the classic tropes of this genre.
Set in East London, Emma has given us strong women, family drama, romance and bags of sass! Readers are loyal within this
genre and are already talking online about their excitement to meet Emma’s new cast of characters. This is an exciting new
series with bags of potential!

Retail Description
There’s a new girl in town and she’s has a score to settle.
Scarlet Drew isn’t to be messed with. As the daughter of a notorious London gangster, she’s got enough street smarts to take on
the world. When someone close to Scarlet is murdered in cold blood on the East End street where she grew up, her family’s
honour is at stake and she can only think of one thing – revenge.
Joining her aunt Lily at the head of the family business, Scarlet soon realises that the murder is just one part of a plot by a rival
firm to take down the entire Drew empire, and she fears that her aunt could be their next target.
As everything they built begins to crumble, the Drew family find their livelihood and their reputations under pressure. Then,
Scarlet’s estranged cousin Ruby suddenly comes back into the family, with a revelation that could tear the Drews apart. But can
she be trusted? As Scarlet makes some tough decisions, one thing is for sure: family means everything to her and she will stop
at nothing to protect it, even if it means putting her own life at risk.

Reviews for Emma Tallon

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘What a fantastic, gripping read… You will find yourself addicted to reading this… Exceptional.’ Goodreads reviewer
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘369 pages of pure gold adorned with diamonds! My heart sopped a few times. My heart broke a few times.’ B for
Book Review

Author Biography
Emma Tallon is a British writer and mother to a young son. She started her writing career several years ago, as a
freelance ghostwriter. Behind the scenes she has crafted some of the most adventurous, edgy and heart-wrenching
stories you will find in bookshops today. More recently, Emma decided to step out of the literary shadows and launch
the first novel under her own name, Life Game. Emma has plans for several more books in the London Underworld
series.

Crime Thriller
0 pages | Pub Date 22/3/2021 | 9781838881436 | Unagented

Why She Died
J.G. Roberts

For fans of Rachel Abbott, Cara Hunter and Angela Marsons
The Detective Rachel Hart series has sold over 30,000 copies

Editor's Note
In the latest thrilling novel from top 100 Kindle UK bestselling author J.G. Roberts, Detective Rachel Hart contends with her
toughest case yet. Her vulnerable sister is missing; young women are being found hanged; and she fears there is a serial killer at
work. But the investigation is more personal than she could possibly know... Rachel is a tough but emotional lead, and her
empathy with the victims and determination to see justice done drives this gripping, twisty procedural series.

Retail Description
When Hannah is late for their morning run, her best friend Abi thinks nothing of it. Hannah isn’t always the most reliable – she’s
probably just overslept.
But as Abi runs through the woods, following the same route she always does, she is greeted by a horrifying sight: Hannah’s
body, swaying in the breeze.
Detective Rachel Hart is called to the scene. There’s no note, but that might not mean anything – especially as Rachel soon
realises that there were plenty of people in Hannah’s circle who had reasons to want her dead.
Then a second woman is found strangled… Could there be a serial killer at work?
Rachel’s finding it hard to focus on the case. Her fragile sister Ruth has gone missing, and Rachel is terrified about her safety.
And what she doesn’t know is that everything is connected – and that the killer’s sights are focussed firmly on Rachel herself.
Can Rachel unravel the deadly game before she walks into a trap?

Reviews for J.G. Roberts
‘Twists and cliffhangers abound and I loved it!... Marvellous character development and stellar storytelling… an absolute page
turner’ Goodreads reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘J.G. Roberts certainly has my vote! A thriller that captivated me from the start. The amazing twists in this story are what hooked
me into reading in one day… One heck of a book. Recommend!’ Goodreads reviewer

Author Biography
Julia was born in West Bridgford, Nottinghamshire, following roles as a hostess on The Price is Right and a member
of the Beadle’s About ‘hit squad’ in the 1980s, she became a TV Presenter and filmed features for Sky Sports before
launching the QVC shopping channel in 1993 where she still presents today. Having always wanted to write, she
penned her first book, a memoir sold on QVC, in 2013 and has since written four full length novels, two novellas and
several short stories.

Crime Thriller
272 pages | Pub Date 29/5/2020 | 9781786819215 | Unagented

Detective Rachel Hart 3

The Museum Murder
Katie Gayle

For fans of M.C. Beaton, T E Kinsey, Lauren Elliott and Joanne Fluke
Author sold just under 1000 copies in less than 1 month of publishing
their previous title

Editor's Note
Dastardly deeds, daring deceptions and a dress to die for – Epiphany Bloom is back! The second in this series of hilarious and
charming mysteries sees our intrepid heroine on the hunt for a stolen dress. But not just any dress: this one is a priceless piece of
Hollywood memorabilia stolen from the museum where it lives. And in the world of fashion collectors, no price is too high for the
perfect piece – not even murder. It's the marriage of wry humour with unforgettable characters, top-notch hooks and a
contemporary London setting (oh, and a very adorable three-legged cat) that make these books unique. If you’re looking for
your new favourite cozy mysteries series, look no further: Epiphany Bloom is on the case!

Retail Description
Dastardly deeds, daring deceptions and a dress to die for… Epiphany Bloom is back on the case!
Epiphany ‘Pip’ Bloom, would-be detective and London’s unluckiest woman, finds herself in a real costume drama when she
unearths a theft at a fashion museum.
The missing dress is a proper piece of Hollywood history, worth a fortune. And as Pip investigates, she finds the museum staff
all had reasons to want the garment gone. From fancy boutiques to sketchy back alleys, Pip discovers the fashion world is not
all glitz and glamour as she hunts down her prize.
As if she doesn’t have enough on her plate, Pip also has her growing feelings for her housemate Tim to contend with, a family of
cats to feed and her mother keeps phoning about a shipment of llamas arriving any day now from South America.
But there’s no time for distractions because Pip’s not the only one after the dress. And for the most dedicated collectors, a piece
like this is worth any price – even murder…

Reviews for Katie Gayle
'Epiphany Bloom is my new favourite female sleuth!... What a wonderful character… I am looking forward to more from this
author!' Netgalley reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘I really loved this… Such a quirky story that keeps you gripped, making you want more and more… Highly, highly recommended.’
Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Katie Gayle is the writing partnership of best-selling South African writers, Kate Sidley and Gail Schimmel. Kate and
Gail have, between them, written over ten books of various genres, but with Katie Gayle, they both make their debut
in the cozy mystery genre. Both Gail and Kate live in Johannesburg, with husbands, children, dogs and cats. Unlike
their sleuth Epiphany Bloom, neither of them have ever stolen a cat from the vet.

Crime Thriller
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Epiphany Bloom Mysteries 2

The Family Lie
Jake Cross

For fans of Paula Hawkins, K.L. Slater and Shalini Boland
Previous title THE CHOICE #31 Amazon CA

Editor's Note
The Family Lie is an utterly compelling thriller that gets straight to the heart of a mother's worst nightmare. What if you woke up
and your baby daughter was gone? What if everyone blamed your husband? It's a gripping, thrilling and twisty portrayal of a
family in turmoil, of the lies we tell each other, the pasts we conceal, and the secrets that have a nasty habit of coming to light...

Retail Description
You whispered goodnight to your daughter. You didn’t know that would be your last goodbye.
You wake up in the middle of the night.
Your five-year-old daughter is gone.
Your husband is nowhere to be seen.
Your family think he took her.
The police believe he’s guilty.
But he wouldn’t do that, would he?
He’s a loving father. A loving husband. Isn’t he?

Reviews for Jake Cross
‘Brilliant!... The perfect thriller... has it all... I loved reading every moment of this!... Will have you hooked’ Gemma’s Book Reviews
‘I was completely spooked! ... Set my nerves on edge... The action just kept on coming... A great twist... Highly recommended!’
Stardust Book Reviews

Author Biography
As a kid, Jake chose to write fantasy because there was no research needed for an invented world. Early short
stories covered probably every genre except dieselpunk-romcom. Although he now writes thrillers, Jake’s reading
love is true crime. He thinks he’d make a good detective, but his partner points out that he can’t even decide if it was
the three kids or the two cats who broke something in the house. His excuse: kids won’t sit still for a polygraph, and
cats know their right to remain silent.

Crime Thriller
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Her Secret Past
Kerry Watts

For fans of LJ Ross, Cara Hunter and Robert Bryndza
Kerry is an Amazon CA Top 10 author and has sold over 15,000
copies across the Jessie Blake series

Editor's Note
Kerry Watts is a great writer with a brilliant central detective in Jessie Blake. The third in the Detective Jessie Blake series, this
book sees Jessie tackling her most complex case to date. Kerry is a Scottish crime writer, who previously self-published her
books before coming to Bookouture. Her readers say she is ‘one of my new favourite writers’ and that her writing ‘gripped me
from the first page!’

Retail Description
Jean Angus pours the last of the lukewarm tea into her chipped cup, shivering as she looks outside into the dark night. Her eyes
are drawn to a slow movement not far from her cosy farmhouse. She’s not expecting visitors. And as the back door opens with a
bang, she doesn’t even have time to shout for help.
On a dark winter night, the bodies of Malcolm and Jean Angus lie cold and still in a pool of blood in their kitchen. Detective Jessie
Blake is called in to find out what happened to the reclusive pair.
Searching the couple’s property, Jessie learns about a vicious dispute with a nearby land owner, Rachel Ferguson, and when
Jessie looks into Rachel further, she doesn’t expect what comes up. Rachel isn’t the person everyone thinks she is and a previous
murder conviction just made her Jessie’s prime suspect.
The small Perthshire town begins to gossip about the double murder and Jessie’s own past comes back to haunt her, when her
abusive ex-husband begins to interfere in her new life. As the town starts a witch hunt against Rachel, Jessie is under pressure
to find out what really happened in the farmhouse that night. Because if it isn’t Rachel, then who is the murderer living among
them, waiting to kill again?

Reviews for Kerry Watts
‘Totally captivating and addictive read. I loved this book!… This has to be on your 2019 TBR list!’ Bookedup Girl,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘I was absolutely hooked from page one… I had to rush back to it every time I had to put it down. An ending you won’t see
coming.’ Goodreads reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Kerry Watts was born and raised in Perth where she can still be found today scribbling words on paper that she
hopes people will enjoy reading. Now that her daughter has moved out, she lives with her long suffering husband
and son. She’s been writing for over twenty years but only recently decided to share her scribbles with the world.

Crime Thriller
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The Vatican Secret
Peter Hogenkamp
Previous Translation Publishers
Newton Compton (Italian)

For fans of Joel C. Rosenberg, Tom Clancy and Dan Brown

Editor's Note
The explosive second novel in the Marco Venetti thriller series starts with a bang and doesn't let up. Following the events in the
first book, Marco is on the hunt for the traitor who betrayed the pope to terrorists, but finds himself having to work with him to
foil an even greater threat - a nuclear attack on the Vatican. The action moves from a farmhouse in Crete to a castle in Portugal
as a deadly game of cat and mouse unfolds. It's a pulse-pounding read that never lets up, with a dollop of conspiracy and
double crosses that will appeal to thriller fans everywhere. The author is particularly excited that rights have sold to Newton
Compton in Italy, so readers in the Vatican will be able to get their hands on it!

Retail Description
There is a nuclear weapon in the hands of the Vatican City’s deadliest enemy. And time is running out to stop an attack…
Marco Venetti, the only man the Pope trusts, has tracked down the traitor who nearly succeeded in his mission to kill the Pope.
But the traitor holds a crucial piece of information: the name of the Russian mafioso in possession of a nuclear bomb.
Forced to work with a man he despises to prevent a deadly explosion, Marco sets a trap for the Russians. Inside the stone walls
of an ancient castle in Portugal, surrounded by high mountains, he waits to ambush his target. But a double-cross ruins
everything and he must flee, alone and without backup, leaving a trail of death and destruction behind.
All Marco knows is that the attack is imminent. And that to prevent it, he must enter a deadly game of cat-and-mouse that will
take him across the continent, on land and by sea. With time running out, he will stop at nothing to uncover the truth. Because
the secrets inside the Vatican may be the deadliest threat of all…

Reviews for Peter Hogenkamp
'Riveting… I was completely engrossed… A tonne of action, plenty of twists and turns, and enough drama to keep you feverishly
turning the pages.' Readers Retreat
'An exhilarating action thriller… Fast-paced and engaging.' DP Reads,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Peter Hogenkamp was born in upstate New York and attended the College of the Holy Cross in Worcester, MA. He
graduated in 1986 and was exiled to Europe for three years by his premedical adviser, for which he will be grateful
the rest of his days. Supposedly teaching chemistry and algebra in Salzburg, Austria, he traveled extensively and
made many a lifelong friend. When he isn't writing or hiking with his strong-willed Cairn Terrier, Hermione, Peter
practices medicine with his lovely wife, Lisa, hosts Your Health Matters, and tends to his four children.

Crime Thriller
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A Marco Venetti Thriller 2

Sci-Fi/Fantasy

Queen of Sea and Stars
Anna McKerrow

For fans of K.F. Breene's Natural Witch, Shannon Mayer and Laini
Taylor
Anna McKerrow's titles have sold over 1k copies to date.

Editor's Note
Anna McKerrow is an absolutely stand-out writer and brings a real sense of dark mystery to her tale of love, passion and
sacrifice. Love triangles, witchcraft, magic spells, dark secrets and eternal friendships abound. Fans of Outlander, Practical
Magic and Laini Taylor will love it.

Retail Description
As a child, Faye Morgan was always an outsider, shunned for the ancient and powerful magic that runs through her veins.
Ever since she was a little girl, growing up in the village of Abercolme on the wild coast of Scotland, Faye Morgan’s life has been
steeped in the old ways – witchcraft, herbal lore and a blood connection to the dangerous and unpredictable world of Faerie.
But magic is both a gift and a burden, and Faye has more than paid the price of living between two worlds. Neither accepted by
the villagers, nor welcome in Murias after rebuffing the fickle and attractive Faerie Warrior King, Finn Beatha, Faye runs from
Abercolme, hoping to leave that life behind.
However, even in the twisted, cobbled streets of London, Faye finds her blood bond with Faerie won’t be broken. A Faerie War
of the Elements is brewing and, though she doesn’t yet know it, Faye is fated to play a terrible part. If she is to survive, she must
learn to embrace her own dark power and face Finn Beatha once more… but in doing so Faye will discover secrets in her own
past that never should have been disturbed.

Reviews for Anna McKerrow
‘I was hooked... there is so much in this story and before you know it, you too will be sucked into the world of Faerie and all the
vivid descriptions and magical elements, that you won't want the story to end either.’ Goodreads reviewer
‘A fantasy romance based on Celtic lore. This book is a captivating, well-written dark fairy tale that I devoured in one sitting.’
Goodreads Reviewer

Author Biography
Anna McKerrow has written poetry, children’s and adult books. She lives in London and is originally from the West
Country, which gave her accent a subtle (yet noticeable) pirate twang as well as a love of cream teas and all things
mystical. She is an eclectic pagan witch and feminist who also loves crocheting blankets while watching episodes of
Miss Marple. Anna loves mythology, magic, tarot, punk, grunge, rock and alternative music, fantasy and sci-fi novels,
travel, luxury skincare products, chocolate, spas, candlelight and stormy beaches. She owns the requisite witchy

Sci Fi/Fantasy
344 pages | Pub Date 5/4/2019 | 9781786818133 | Unagented

The Elemental Kingdoms Series

Women's Fiction

Return to the Little French Guesthouse
Helen Pollard
Previous Translation Publishers
Gurer Yayınları ve Pazarlama Ticaret Ltd.Şti. (Turkish), General Press Könyvkiadó
(Hungarian), Newton Compton (Italian), SBB Media (Bulgaria), Bastei Lübbe
(German), Založba KMS (Slovenia), Pegasus (Estonian), Könyvmolyképző
i
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For fans of Jenny Colgan, Lucy Diamond and Nick Alexander

Return to the Little French Guesthouse has been published in 7
languages and the series has sold over 230,000 copies in the English
language.
Editor's Note

Retail Description
Blue skies, new love, and a glass of Bordeaux . . . what could possibly go wrong?
When Emmy Jamieson leaves her life behind and moves to La Cour des Roses, a gorgeous guesthouse amidst vineyards in
France, everything is resting on her success as the new guesthouse manager.
Looming in the calendar is the biggest booking ever, when the entire eccentric, demanding Thomson family will descend for a
golden wedding anniversary. With airbeds on the floor and caravans in the garden, La Cour des Roses will be bursting at the
seams.
Emmy knows she’s up to the challenge, especially with the support of the gorgeous Alain, the half-French, half-English, carameleyed accountant. But she hadn’t counted on a naked, sleepwalking travel blogger, or the return of owner Rupert’s venomous exwife Gloria.
Gloria has a few things to say about Emmy’s new role, Rupert’s finances, and the unsuspecting Alain, which send everybody
reeling. Just when Emmy can see a future for herself of endless sunshine, true love and laughter, are her dreams about to be
ripped at the seams?

Reviews for Helen Pollard
I fell deeply in love with Les Cours des Roses … I started reading it in a hospital waiting room, waiting for a blood test. I think the
other patients thought I'd lost the plot, I was giggling so much! … a warm, happy and funny book.' Annie’s Book Corner
I've absolutely fallen in love … I felt myself longing for a Rupert of my own in times of crisis … I'll also take some friends like
Sophie and Ellie … What I really want, though, is at least one more book with all of them.' Well Read Pirate Queen

Author Biography
As a child, Helen had a vivid imagination fuelled by her love of reading (long past her bedtime!) so she started to
create her own stories in a notebook. She still prefers fictional worlds to real life and loves infusing her writing with
humour and heart. Helen lives in Yorkshire with her husband, two grown-up (in theory) kids and a Jekyll and Hyde
cat. She enjoys reading, coffee with friends and indulging her nostalgia by watching old seventies and eighties TV
shows.

Romance
336 pages | Pub Date 26/8/2016 | 9781786810472 | Unagented

Summer at the Little French Guesthouse
Helen Pollard
Previous Translation Publishers
Gurer Yayınları ve Pazarlama Ticaret Ltd.Şti. (Turkish), General Press Könyvkiadó
(Hungarian), Newton Compton (Italian), SBB Media (Bulgaria), Bastei Lübbe
(German), Založba KMS (Slovenia), Pegasus (Turkish), Könyvmolyképző
i
h
i
di i
h

For fans of Jenny Colgan, Debbie Johnson and Nick Alexander

Summer at the Little French Guesthouse has been published in 5
languages and the series has sold over 230,000 copies in the English
language.
Editor's Note

Retail Description
Summer sun, chilled, white wine, and a gorgeous fiancé. Nothing could upset pure bliss ... Right?
Emmy Jamieson loves her new life in the gentle hills and sunflowers of the lush French countryside, managing La Cour des
Roses, a beautiful, white stone guesthouse. With marriage to caramel-eyed Alain just round the corner, things couldn’t be more
perfect.
The odd glass (gallon) of wine dulls the sound of Emmy’s mum in full motherzilla-of-the-bride mode, and the faint tinkling of
alarm bells coming from Alain’s ex are definitely nothing to worry about. Guesthouse owner Rupert and a whole host of old and
new friends are there to make sure nothing gets in the way of Emmy’s happiness.
But as Emmy gets close to the big day, a secret from the past throws everything decidedly off track. Will her idyllic French
wedding go ahead as planned, or will Emmy run back home to England with a broken heart?
This summer, escape to the rolling vineyards of France for an utterly uplifting read. Fans of Jenny Colgan, Debbie Johnson and
Nick Alexander will want to join Emmy for a pain au chocolat in the sun-drenched garden at La Cour des Roses.

Reviews for Helen Pollard
‘I'm utterly bereft that this fantastic book has come to an end … it suckers me in, grips my heart and won't let go … it’s a brilliant
book’ Rachel’s Random Reads,
‘Wow what a book … easy, enjoyable and a book that you won't want to put down. Brilliant.’ Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
As a child, Helen had a vivid imagination fuelled by her love of reading (long past her bedtime!) so she started to
create her own stories in a notebook. She still prefers fictional worlds to real life and loves infusing her writing with
humour and heart. Helen lives in Yorkshire with her husband, two grown-up (in theory) kids and a Jekyll and Hyde
cat. She enjoys reading, coffee with friends and indulging her nostalgia by watching old seventies and eighties TV
shows.
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The Little Shop in Cornwall
Helen Pollard
Previous Translation Publishers
Gurer Yayınları ve Pazarlama Ticaret (Turkish), General Press Könyvkiadó
(Hungarian), Newton Compton (Italian), SBB Media (Bulgarian), Bastei Lübbe
(German), Založba KMS (Slovenian), Pegasus (Estonian), Könyvmolyképző, Argo
h
i
di i
h

For fans of Sarah Morgan, Nicola May, Phillipa Ashley and Cathy
Bramley
Her La Cour des Roses series has sold over 200,000 copies

Editor's Note
In 2016, Helen launched The Little French Guesthouse series with Bookouture and won over the hearts of readers around the
globe. This three book series has now sold over 200,00 copies and I am absolutely thrilled that we have a brand new book from
Helen this summer. In June 2020, Helen is taking us to an idyllic seaside town in Cornwall and introducing us to a fabulous new
cast of characters, including what I think is the best cat ever written in English literature! Helen's existing fans and anyone
looking for a funny, uplifting and romantic beach read to take with them on their holidays is going to moved to laughter and
tears by The Little Shop in Cornwall. I can't wait to be able to share this joyful book with the world!

Retail Description
Come and spend the summer in a charming village by the sea. Breathe in the crisp, salty air, slip off your shoes and feel the
golden sand beneath your feet…
Claudia has never regretted leaving her corporate city life behind and escaping to this piece of coastal paradise. With her
cheeky cat Pudding by her side, she has built a community of loyal friends who feel more like family. Her shop at the end of the
beach road is full of things that bring joy to locals and visitors alike. Life has finally settled into a perfect, comfortable rhythm.
That is until widower Jason moves to town with his teenage daughter Millie, looking for a new start for both of them. Millie is
instantly drawn to the delights of Claudia’s shop and her free-spirited way of life. However, practical architect Jason is less than
thrilled about his daughter’s new interests. He doesn’t shy away from telling Claudia exactly what he thinks and sparks fly every
time they meet.
But Jason and Millie aren’t the only newcomers this summer and life in the harbour, especially Claudia’s, is about to change in
more ways than one. As circumstances throw Claudia into Jason’s path in increasingly unexpected ways, she begins to glimpse
what lies beneath his fiery temper and sharp tongue. Claudia was sure her life was complete, but could something have been
missing after all?

Reviews for Helen Pollard
I fell deeply in love with Les Cours des Roses … I started reading it in a hospital waiting room, waiting for a blood test. I think the
other patients thought I'd lost the plot, I was giggling so much! … a warm, happy and funny book.' Annie’s Book Corner
I've absolutely fallen in love … I felt myself longing for a Rupert of my own in times of crisis … I'll also take some friends like
Sophie and Ellie … What I really want, though, is at least one more book with all of them.' Well Read Pirate Queen

Author Biography
As a child, Helen had a vivid imagination fuelled by her love of reading (long past her bedtime!) so she started to
create her own stories in a notebook. She still prefers fictional worlds to real life and loves infusing her writing with
humour and heart. Helen lives in Yorkshire with her husband, two grown-up (in theory) kids and a Jekyll and Hyde
cat. She enjoys reading, coffee with friends and indulging her nostalgia by watching old seventies and eighties TV
shows.
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Sweet Pea Summer
Alys Murray

For fans of Jenny Hale, Debbie Macomber and Carolyn Brown
The first book featuring the Anderson family, The Magnolia Sisters,
reached #40 in the US top 100. Alys' previous title, The Christmas
Company, was turned into a Hallmark movie.
Editor's Note
This joyful second-chance summer romance set in a small town in Northern California had me smiling from ear to ear. Even
more than a story about rekindling first love however, it is a magical tale about finding self-confidence and bravery which will
inspire anyone who reads it. A beautiful read that will appeal to readers everywhere!

Retail Description
On her family’s flower farm in Northern California, May Anderson finds sweet solace from thoughts of what—or who—might
have been, by lovingly keeping bees and crafting candies and soaps from their syrupy nectar to sell in her store in Hillsboro town
center. Her work keeps May grounded and caring for the hives is her favorite escape. But now that ‘who’ is back in town. It’s
been eight long years since May’s high school sweetheart Tom Riley drove out of Main Street in his truck, leaving the town—and
May—in his rearview mirror. Now he’s back, and try as they might the pair can’t avoid each other.
As Hillsboro prepares to host a prestigious Food and Wine Festival which could turn the town’s fortunes around, Tom and May
are reluctantly called in to plan the big event. Tom needs May’s help to repair his bad-boy reputation in town, and just maybe,
May needs his to overcome her regrets of the past. With the whole town counting on them, May and Tom need to learn to rely
on each other once again. May is determined to protect her heart, but a lot has changed since high school. She can’t help but
notice how the skinny boy she used to know is now a man who perfectly fills out his button-down, and Tom can’t seem to tear
his gaze away whenever May’s soft lips curve into a smile. Soon it’s clear old feelings are surfacing again, but there is a secret
that lies between them, and until they find the courage to face it, their second chance summer will be only that…
Can May and Tom put their past behind them and work together for the future of the town and perhaps, their own happiness?

Reviews for Alys Murray
'Wow… Loved it, loved it, loved it! The romance, humor, memorable-after-memorable scene (believe me there is a LONG list I
could share here)… make this book a must-have addition for any shelf.' Goodreads reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

'All I can say about this book is that it is brilliant, addicting, memorable… The best book I have read all year… I'm giving it five
stars, I wish I could give it more.' Goodreads reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Alys Murray writes novels for the romantic in all of us. Born and raised in New Orleans, she received her BFA from
NYU's Tisch School of the Arts and her Master's in Film Studies from King's College London. Though she's moved
away from home, she'll always be a Southern girl at heart.

Women's Fiction
264 pages | Pub Date 16/6/2020 | 9781838885953 | Rebecca Angus, Golden Wheat Literary Agency

Full Bloom Farm 2

The Perfect Hideaway
Alys Murray

For fans of Debbie Macomber, Robyn Carr and Jenny Hale
The first book featuring the Anderson family, The Magnolia Sisters,
reached #40 in the US top 100. Alys' previous title, The Christmas
Company, was turned into a Hallmark movie
Editor's Note
The new novel about the boisterous Anderson clan is an absolute delight. Like a classic Cary Grant/Katherine Hepburn pairing,
my cheeks hurt from smiling at the quick wit and fast-talking banter between main characters Annie and George, and I know
readers will feel the same. Though part of the Full Bloom Farm series, all of Alys' titles can be read as standalones.

Retail Description
Some say she’s a meddler, but Annie prefers the term ‘matchmaker’.
Moving from the hectic buzz of L.A. to the small town of Hillsboro, Northern California, has been a happy adjustment for Annie
Martin. But the best thing about Hillsboro? The Anderson sisters. Annie has repaid their friendship with some obvious-buteffective matchmaking and now the only Anderson sister still looking for love is the eldest of the clan: Rose.
Local reporter and all-around grouch George Barnett has been a thorn in Annie’s side since she came to town. He’s sure there’s
a story beneath her perky persona and thinks it could be the scoop that makes his career. Annie is sure her skeletons are under
triple lock and key, so she offers him an exclusive, if he’ll help her find a match for Rose.
But the more George and Annie try to control the love lives around them, the less they’re able to control their own hearts. And
when secrets from Annie’s past threaten what is blossoming between them, Annie must decide whether this love is really worth
risking it all?

Reviews for Alys Murray
'This was truly the PERFECT sweet romance! I fell in love with Harper and the other Andersons immediately, and could almost
smell flowers blooming around me as I read… Murray created an adorable, quirky small town that felt like home.' Goodreads
reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

'Swept me away in its warmth. I couldn't stay away until I finished the book. This was a complete book of feels and fun, family
and love, where the complex and varied characters made the romance come alive.' Goodreads reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography

Alys Murray writes novels for the romantic in all of us. Born and raised in New Orleans, she received her BFA from
NYU's Tisch School of the Arts and her Master's in Film Studies from King's College London. Though she's moved
away from home, she'll always be a Southern girl at heart.
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Full Bloom Farm 3

Home at Summer's End
Alys Murray

For fans of Jenny Hale, Debbie Macomber and Carolyn Brown
The first book featuring the Anderson family, The Magnolia Sisters,
reached #40 in the US top 100. Alys' previous title, The Christmas
Company, was turned into a Hallmark movie
Editor's Note
The one we've all be waiting for! I have been dying to read Rose Anderson's story since I first met her - no one can be That nice,
right? Correct. If you've ever hidden your feelings for the sake of someone else's, you will feel as though this book was written
just for you. Prepare to grin and cheer your way through this enchanting small-town romance as you fall in love with the
Andersons of Hillsboro County, and Alys Murray's writing. Though part of the Full Bloom Farm series, all of Alys' titles can be
read as standalones.

Retail Description
Rose Anderson is done with being known as 'the nice one' in the small town in Northern California where she lives. She’s done
with playing third, fifth, seventh wheel at loud gatherings on her family’s flower farm. And most of all, she is done with the
pitying looks and well-meaning comments she gets about her single status from the way-too-interested townsfolk. So when
news spreads that Hillsboro is being used to shoot an upcoming Hollywood movie, Rose gets an idea. One that will appease her
family while keeping her heart safely intact…
Cole McKittrick is trying to keep calm. So what if he quit a steady TV gig for a shot at his dream, was dumped by his superstar
girlfriend and – having just read the fifteenth script re-write – is now convinced this movie is going to be career-ending? It’s all
about perspective. And when he meets the beautiful Rose Anderson, he can’t believe his luck. She’ll help him fix his lines, pose
for a few shots to make his ex jealous, and all for the bargain price of a few fake dates.
But in a town like Hillsboro, the resident beauty queen and Hollywood’s hottest bachelor can’t expect a plan like this to work.
And the more time they spend together under the scrutiny of their neighbors, the more blurred the lines become between what’s
real and what’s fake. But Cole has been hiding a big secret from his past. And when Rose finds out could it spell CUT for their
picture-perfect romance, or will she realize that he has taken over not just her home, but her heart…?

Reviews for Alys Murray
'Definitely the best book I have read all year… I'm giving it five stars, I wish I could give it more.' Goodreads reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

'I loved it. Finished it all in one sitting. Author wrote this book great pulling on my heart strings. It's a must read!!!' Goodreads
reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Alys Murray writes novels for the romantic in all of us. Born and raised in New Orleans, she received her BFA from
NYU's Tisch School of the Arts and her Master's in Film Studies from King's College London. Though she's moved
away from home, she'll always be a Southern girl at heart.
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Full Bloom Farm 4

Small Town Secrets
Alys Murray

For fans of Jenny Hale, Debbie Macomber and Carolyn Brown
The first book featuring the Anderson family, The Magnolia Sisters,
reached #40 in the US top 100. Alys' previous title, The Christmas
Company, was turned into a Hallmark movie
Editor's Note
Wow! A small-town story with real depth! An immersive setting, intergenerational relationships, strong female characters and
emotional growth as far as the eye can see - Alys has completely bowled me over with this heart-breaking story that had me
invested from page one. I am so excited to publish this one!

Retail Description
A new beginning. That’s what Virginia Wyler needs. And perhaps, she thinks as she reads the ad, Fortune Springs is the place to
start?
Freeing herself from an unhealthy relationship has left Ginnie emotionally battered and struggling to pick up the fragments of who
she was before she met Cal. But as she stands in front of the faded sign of the Victorian boarding house, her meagre belongings in
a small suitcase, she feels the warm Colorado breeze on her face and something that seems like hope.
Her contract with Fortune Springs’ town council offers her a home with Calla, the gruff older woman who runs the inn. And in
return, she is relocating her fledgling dog therapy business to the old west town to help with its economic reinvention. But when
she meets brusque fire chief Aiden, she wonders whether Fortune Springs really is going to be as welcoming as promised.
Aiden Connor’s past is as bruised as Ginnie’s, and since he came to town ten years ago he has kept his secrets—like the everpresent threat of a forest fire—fiercely contained. But there is something about the fast-talking woman with the sad eyes that gets
under his skin…
Under Calla’s less-than-tender care, Ginnie begins to blossom in Fortune Springs and rediscover her voice. But when a dark figure
from her past resurfaces, forcing her to consider leaving the small town early, she realizes just how true that is. For the first time in
her life, she has a reason to stay. She’s found a place… and people… to love.

Reviews for Alys Murray
'Definitely the best book I have read all year… I'm giving it five stars, I wish I could give it more.' Goodreads reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

'I loved it. Finished it all in one sitting. Author wrote this book great pulling on my heart strings. It's a must read!!!' Goodreads
reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Alys Murray writes novels for the romantic in all of us. Born and raised in New Orleans, she received her BFA from
NYU's Tisch School of the Arts and her Master's in Film Studies from King's College London. Though she's moved
away from home, she'll always be a Southern girl at heart.
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Fortune Springs 1

How To Mend a Broken Heart
Anna Mansell
Previous Translation Publishers
Heyne (German)

Perfect for fans of Jojo Moyes, Lucy Dillon and Miranda Dickinson.
Anna Mansell has sold over 60,000 books since she started
publishing with Bookouture in 2017

Editor's Note

Retail Description
A compelling, heartbreaking tale that will make you laugh, cry and believe in the kindness of strangers. Perfect for fans of Jojo
Moyes, Lucy Dillon and Miranda Dickinson.
When Rhys is called to the hospital to meet Susan, a woman he barely knows, he is compelled to help her. Still grieving the loss
of his brother months earlier, Rhys knows all too well the feeling of loneliness.
There are years between them, but Rhys is the only person Susan will respond to, and when she asks him to bring her her most
treasured possession, a book of fairytales, he is intrigued.
Hidden in the book is a clue to Susan’s past, and the painful regrets she carries with her. And as Rhys starts to unearth Susan’s
secrets, he finds that his own grief begins to heal too…
Together, Susan and Rhys must learn to live again. Can they help each other to find happiness and finally mend their broken
hearts?

Reviews for Anna Mansell
‘Wow – it is, quite simply, stunning. I am in awe of the way this compelling story comes together … keeps you guessing right to
the end’ After the Rain,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘I loved this book! It touches a really sensitive subject in a beautiful and tactful way. It left me turning pages till the early hours
devouring the story and thinking about it for the next few days after I finished it.’ Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Anna spent almost twenty years trying to shoehorn writing in to her career as a marketing manager for dance and
theatre companies. Eventually, she did what you are not remotely supposed to do and walked away from an
excellent job in order to try and become a published author. Three years, lots of tears and some slightly hairy bank
balances later, she met Kirsty Greenwood and the rest, as they say, is history. Anna lives in Cornwall with her
husband and two kids. She feels very fortunate!
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The Lost Wife
Anna Mansell
Previous Translation Publishers
Heyne (German)

For fans of Sheila O’Flanagan, Amanda Prowse and Kelly Rimmer
Anna Mansell has sold over 60,000 books since she started
publishing with Bookouture in 2017

Editor's Note

Retail Description
Fans of Sheila O’Flanagan, Amanda Prowse and Kelly Rimmer will love The Lost Wife, the compelling story of a woman’s
deepest secrets, and the friends and family who must learn to live without her.
‘An incredible, beautiful story of loss, love, forgiveness, moving on, overcoming grief, redemption and above all, hope.’ Renita
D’Silva
When Ellie Moran passes away, she leaves her newborn son and husband Ed behind her. Their marriage was perfect, their lives
everything they had hoped for. So why was Ellie keeping secrets from Ed?
Knowing he can never ask his wife the truth, Ed is struggling to cope. When the secrets threaten to tear his whole family apart,
Ed turns to Rachel, the one person who sees him as more than just Ellie’s widower.
But then Rachel discovers something Ellie was hiding, something that would break Ed’s heart. Can Rachel help Ed to find peace
without the wife he lost – and a second chance at happiness?

Reviews for Anna Mansell
‘Heartbreaking … I was absorbed … I put down the book thinking “This is it. This was perfect.” Emotional doesn't even begin to
describe this story … The Lost Wife is an exceptional and poignant tale of love’ Chocolate ‘n’ Waffles,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘Kept me hooked from page one … an emotional roller-coaster of a story, so make sure you have a supply of tissues to hand.
Wonderfully written and well recommended!’ Stardust Book Reviews,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Anna spent almost twenty years trying to shoehorn writing in to her career as a marketing manager for dance and
theatre companies. Eventually, she did what you are not remotely supposed to do and walked away from an
excellent job in order to try and become a published author. Three years, lots of tears and some slightly hairy bank
balances later, she met Kirsty Greenwood and the rest, as they say, is history. Anna lives in Cornwall with her
husband and two kids. She feels very fortunate!
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Her Best Friend's Secret
Anna Mansell
Previous Translation Publishers
Tantor (IWTTY)

For fans of Jojo Moyes, Diane Chamberlain, and The Silent Wife
Author has sold over 30,000 copies to date and is a top 20 Amazon
CA and top 70 Amazon UK author.

Editor's Note
Anna Mansell is a very special writer. Her reviews are amazing, and I think that's because she gets to the heart of the way her
readers feel about big issues: grief, mental health, personal tragedy, to name by a few. This book is absolutely no exception, and
it tells the story of a group of friends reunited after nearly 20 years of not seeing one another, when our main character Emily
returns to Cornwall. But all of them have secrets – ones that potentially have the power to ruin each other's lives and families.
This novel is a testament to the power of female friendship, and to how accepting ourselves and each other can lead to greater
happiness. It'll make you laugh, it'll make you cry, and you'll remember it forever.

Retail Description
She deserves the truth. But it will ruin her life. What would you do?
Emily was meant to be the girl who escaped their small Cornish town. She was going to be the success story. But it didn’t work
out the way she’d dreamed it would. And now she’s back home. With a secret that’s even bigger than her failure.
Emily thinks she can just hide away. But then she runs in to Lolly, her one-time best friend from school, who spontaneously
suggests a small reunion with their once close-knit group of friends. Jess and Amanda still live nearby, though none of the four
women have spoken in years now.
But after so much time, everyone’s lives have changed. Nothing is as easy as it was in their schooldays. And everyone’s got
secrets. One of which is big enough to ruin not just the fragile friendships, but one woman’s whole life.

Reviews for Anna Mansell
‘Totally loved it! The intricate storyline, the beautiful settings and the fascinating yet flawed characters. I could not stop
reading… A truly amazing piece of escapism, dramatic and insightful.’ Goodreads reviewer,
‘Should be on your must-read list for the summer… heartbreaking and gripping! It is also thought-provoking and eye-opening,
and you will find yourself having a favorite character as I did. And if you are also like me, you will get swept up in the beautiful
writing and outstanding story.’ Cara’s Book Boudoir,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Anna spent almost twenty years trying to shoehorn writing in to her career as a marketing manager for dance and
theatre companies. Eventually, she did what you are not remotely supposed to do and walked away from an
excellent job in order to try and become a published author. Three years, lots of tears and some slightly hairy bank
balances later, she met Kirsty Greenwood and the rest, as they say, is history. Anna lives in Cornwall with her
husband and two kids. She feels very fortunate!
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The Bluebell Girls
Barbara Josselsohn

For fans of Carolyn Brown and Debbie Macomber
The Lake Summer series has sold over 10,000 copies

Editor's Note
Barbara Josselsohn's Lake Summers series is pure escapism. Book 2 in the heart-warming and issue-led series follows Jenna,
her mother Sweet and daughter Sophie, also known in town as The Bluebell Girls. Utterly gorgeous descriptions whisk you away
in this stunning novel. It's about family, friendship and long lost loves, and the handsome next door neighbour, handyman Troy,
is enough to keep readers turning the pages.

Retail Description
In Lake Summers, Jenna and her mother Sweet were known as the bluebell girls. Always running barefoot through their
wildflower garden, everyone knew their infectious laughs and no one expected them to live in their little lake house forever. But
when Sweet’s health declines Jenna must return, and with her own daughter Sophie in tow, their family home comes to life
again.
Jenna finds comfort in lazy afternoons along the water and long nights watching Sweet tell Sophie stories about her long lost
loves. And when she meets Sweet’s new next door neighbour Troy, she recognises him instantly as the boy with whom she
shared her first kiss as a young girl.
Seeing Troy reminds Jenna of just how reckless she once was, but as their feelings resurface, so do the secrets they hid from one
another. And with Sweet and Sophie closer than ever before, Jenna is forced to make a choice. Is she is brave enough to take her
second chance and finally settle down in Lake Summers forever?

Reviews for Barbara Josselsohn
'This book about second chances both wrenched and warmed my heart… I highly recommend this book… One of my favorites
this year. Please don’t miss it!' Fireflies and Free Kicks Fiction Reviews,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

'This book, uplifting and lovely, is very important in this time of chaos and uncertainty. Read it to sooth your frazzled nerves and
to restore your faith in humanity.' Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Barbara Josselsohn is an award-winning journalist and novelist. Her novels center around second chances, family
relationships and, of course, romance. She is the author of the Lake Summers series set in the fictional town of Lake
Summers, nestled in the Adirondacks Mountains, which includes the books The Lilac House and The Bluebell Girls.
She lives just north of New York City.
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The Faithfuls
Cecilia Lyra

For fans of Elin Hilderbrand, Dorothea Benton Frank and Nancy
Thayer.
Top 10 Amazon US author

Editor's Note
Cecilia's incredible storytelling had me engrossed from the start in this powerful story full of unforgettable female characters.
Long after finishing I still feel so emotionally invested in the lives of her characters and I can't wait for readers to experience the
same!

Retail Description
A summer house in the Hamptons doesn’t always buy happiness, as one woman is about to find out…
For fifteen glorious years, Gina Dewar has been married to her college sweetheart Bobby. Years in which she has lived in the
small company town of Alma, New York, lovingly raised their son Calan, been secretary of the Alma Social Club, and tried not to
think too often of the family she said goodbye to when she became a Dewar.
But then Bobby is publicly accused of having an affair, and Gina’s life changes overnight, overwhelmed with scandal,
speculation and the agony of uncertainty.
Gina’s sister-in-law Alice is her polar opposite, she has never appreciated the traditional values of Alma, or tried to fit in with its
quaint neighborliness. But in these devastating circumstances, could she be the one person who can help Gina piece her life
back together?
After Gina makes the decision to trust Bobby, who has claimed his innocence all along, she hopes her family can move forward.
But then she hears the rumor that his supposed mistress is pregnant and she is shaken to the core. With Alice’s unexpected
support, Gina must face up to the secrets within her marriage, and do whatever she can to protect the people she loves…

Reviews for Cecilia Lyra
“A great storyteller. Her novel had me captivated until the very last page.” Lori Nelson Spielman, #1 internationally bestselling
author of The Life List
“ABSOLUTELY UNPUTDOWNABLE. Warm and emotional. I loved it completely from beginning to end… captured my heart from
the first page… Brilliant writing, lovable characters, real situations, the book was everything I needed and more.” Book Reviews
by Shalini,

⭐ ⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography

Cecilia is an author with a reading addiction — a serious one. She is a lover of wine and all things chocolate, and the
proud mother of Babaganoush, an English Bulldog. She is also a recovering lawyer, but asks that you do not hold
that against her.
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The Golden Oldies Guesthouse
Dee MacDonald

For fans of The Kicking the Bucket List and The Unlikely Pilgrimage
of Harold Fry
Top 50 Amazon UK author

Editor's Note
For fans of THE BEST EXOTIC MARIGOLD HOTEL, LAST TANGO IN HALIFAX and THE CORNERSHOP IN COCKLEBERRY BAY
comes an utterly heart-warming, laugh-out-loud page-turner about second chances, living in the moment and learning to love
again.
Dee MacDonald hit the top 100 Kindle chart last summer with THE RUNAWAY WIFE and Bookouture are hugely excited to be
publishing her fourth novel in August 2019. She reviews very well and has enthusiastic support from bloggers.

Retail Description
This story follows an older couple – Tess and Simon Sparrow - have married in their twilight years and decide to say goodbye to
responsibilities and escape to country life in a picturesque village in Cornwall.
There they impulsively buy a huge, tumble-down house and set about restoring it. They get themselves into all sorts of hilarious
scenarios and eventually run out of money - and that's when their luck turns around!
Ever-resourceful, the two older lovebirds begin to rent out the rooms in the half-finished house to an eclectic mix of older people
- all with fascinating stories of their own.
The sprawling house ends up becoming a retirement home for the lost and lonely - bringing together a fantastic cast of
characters who all begin to realise it's never too late to find happiness.

Reviews for Dee MacDonald
‘I was totally hooked and struggled to put the book down… really tugged on my emotions... a feel good, fun and fabulous read. I
absolutely adored it and was so sad to get to the end... Brilliant!’ By the Letter Book Reviews,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘I ADORED The Silver Ladies of Penny Lane!! It was brilliantly funny, entertaining and Orla and Tess I was so connected with, I
felt tears as well as laughter... a thought-provoking good time.’ Goodreads reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Aged 18, Dee arrived in London from Scotland and typed her way round the West End for a couple of years before
joining BOAC (forerunner of British Airways) in Passenger Services for 2 years and then as a stewardess for 8 years.
She has worked in Market Research, Sales and at the Thames TV Studios when they had the franchise. Dee has
since relocated to Cornwall, where she spent 10 years running B&Bs, and only began writing when she was over 70!
Married twice, she has one son and two grandsons.
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The Christmas Countdown
Donna Ashcroft
Previous Translation Publishers
Heyne (German)

Perfect for fans of Carole Matthews, Milly Johnson and Debbie
Macomber
Donna has sold over 100,000 copies with Bookouture since we
published her first book in 2018
Editor's Note
This Christmas, be prepared to fall in love with an addictive, festive romance novel!
Donna Ashcroft is an up and coming star of Bookouture's women's fiction list. She has huge support from bloggers and
reviewers who have fallen head over heels with all of the three books we've published so far. Her Christmas book for 2019 has a
gorgeous, cosy village backdrop and a sizzling romance right at the centre of it! And a fabulous hook, as every day in December
Holly Devine has to complete a Christmas calendar task set by her Aunt Clara, to help heal her broken heart and rediscover
herself.

Retail Description
Twenty-seven-year-old Holly Devine has just had her heart well and truly broken. Hurt by the two people she loves the most,
she flees to her eccentric Aunt Clara’s cosy cottage to hide away over the winter season. But kind, impulsive Aunt Clara has
other ideas… She’s not about to see her favourite niece wallowing in sadness during the most wonderful time of the year. So,
with the help of her close circle of friends and plenty of gin, she creates a handmade advent calendar for Holly.
Every day in December, Holly opens a new door and has a different task to complete. She soon finds herself asking out a
complete stranger – gorgeous, cheeky pub landlord, Finn Jackson. But as handsome Finn gets involved in her festive challenges,
Holly’s determination to avoid romance is put to the test. Still, Finn’s far too carefree and single for true love, isn’t he?
As Holly begins to embrace each day – a complete makeover, building the biggest snowman she’s ever seen, singing in a
karaoke contest – Finn is there adding fun and laughter to every moment. Holly starts to realise that she can become the person
she’s always wanted to be…
But a secret from Finn’s past threatens to turn Holly’s Christmas upside down and makes her question everything she has
experienced in the last few weeks. Will Finn open up to Holly in time to show her how he really feels? And will she complete the
advent calendar challenges and fall in love this Christmas?

Reviews for Donna Ashcroft
‘Oh my goodness it is fantastic. It has everything you want in a good book, its Christmas and there is cake oh and a love story!...
perfect!... I absolutely adored the whole story it was beautiful… it will get you in the festive mood!’ Jessica’s Book Biz,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘I absolutely adored this book… made me feel all warm and cosy!... brilliant… completely addictive… up there with my favourites
for the year!... a delightful read.’ Donna’s Book Blog,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Donna spent a couple of decades writing bad horror stories and worse poetry until she gave up and accidently fell
into publishing. After many years of working on other people’s books, she began to write her own romantic comedies
and hasn’t looked back. When Donna isn’t lost in her latest love affair, she works for a website where she indulges
her other passion – buying moisturiser. Donna lives in Hertfordshire with her own romantic hero, two gorgeous
teenagers and a couple of cantankerous cats.
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The Little Village of New Starts
Donna Ashcroft
Previous Translation Publishers
Heyne (German)

For fans of Holly Martin, Nicola May and Phillipa Ashley
Donna Ashcroft has sold over 100,000 books since she started
publishing with Bookouture in October 2018

Editor's Note
This summer, get ready for a trip to a picturesque little village in the Scottish Highlands. Wander down Lockton Lane to
Buttermead Farm, where you’ll find a cast of gorgeous characters in a stunning setting, and perhaps even a hint of a sparkling
romance… Donna's charming and addictive novels have won her dedicated fans among readers and bloggers alike. This is
Donna’s fifth book and sees a brand new setting for readers to dream of visiting, along with Donna’s trademark loveable and
quirky characters, The Little Village of New Starts is the perfect summer escape.

Retail Description
Evie Stuart is playing it safe. She lives on her family’s remote farm in the Scottish Highlands and never ventures beyond the local
village of Lockton. The most unpredictable thing in her life are the antics of Miss Daisy, her nana’s pygmy goat. She’s learned
that bad things happen when she’s impulsive, and she’s determined not to get burned again.
Callum Ryder is exactly the opposite of what Evie wants in her ordered world. Six-foot-two of reckless energy with twinkling
eyes and a dangerously charming smile, he’s a thrill-seeking American firefighter with no idea how to slow down. Callum enters
Lockton like a whirlwind, fleeing his problems in New York City in search of the truth about his Scottish family. Yet the pair might
have more in common than they first think...
When Evie is cajoled into helping Callum discover the truth about his family by her well-meaning Nana Agnes, she finds herself
being challenged more than she has in years: from swimming in the fabled Bonnie Lochan to exploring an ancient ruined castle
and even entering the village Jampionships. Turns out it’s easy for Evie and Callum to connect when they both let go of their
fears and enjoy the most surprising summer of their lives. But soon trying to keep up with Callum starts to look like it might end
in disaster for Evie, and she remembers why she’s scared of taking risks. Maybe a fresh start isn’t going to be so simple after
all... Is the safe haven Evie’s built about to crumble down around her?

Reviews for Donna Ashcroft
‘5 magnificent stars - Donna Ashcroft just became a 'must buy' author for me. Check out her earlier novels if you haven't
already!’ Goodreads reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘I was hooked on this book from the very first page and was genuinely disappointed when I’d finished it!! It is an ideal summer
read, although you don’t have to wait for summer to enjoy it!… Highly recommended!! Wonderful!!’ Stardust Book Reviews,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Donna spent a couple of decades writing bad horror stories and worse poetry until she gave up and accidently fell
into publishing. After many years of working on other people’s books, she began to write her own romantic comedies
and hasn’t looked back. When Donna isn’t lost in her latest love affair, she works for a website where she indulges
her other passion – buying moisturiser. Donna lives in Hertfordshire with her own romantic hero, two gorgeous
teenagers and a couple of cantankerous cats.
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If Every Day Was Christmas
Donna Ashcroft
Previous Translation Publishers
Heyne (German)

For fans of Nicola May and Milly Johnson
Donna has sold over 100,000 copies with Bookouture since we
published her first book in 2018

Editor's Note
Donna's reviews and reception from her fans are always incredibly strong, and in her third Christmas book with Bookouture she
demonstrates why once again – there's no one better at creating a cosy, inviting world that readers just want to curl up inside.
You'll want to wander down the snowy streets of picturesque Lockton, buy a bauble for the tree at Meg's Christmas Shop, and
stop in at the Apple Cross Inn for a mulled wine. Donna is fantastic at building a cast of loveable and quirky characters and
weaving involving romances that will have you racing through the pages to find your happy ending, and If Every Day Was
Christmas displays all of these skills and more. It's a true delight of a book, and I know readers will adore it as much as I do.

Retail Description
Meg Scott has promised to make a success of her first solo Christmas. She runs a year-round Christmas shop in the little
Scottish village of Lockton, and is a fan of all things mulled, sparkly and festive. So when her warring family shows up on her
doorstep, ready to spread discord and spite, Meg is determined not to let them ruin her favourite time of the year.
Meanwhile, Tom Riley-Clark has barely noticed the season. Called to the Highlands to help his old friend Davey at The Apple
Cross Inn, he’s ready to work hard and has no time for mince pies, tinsel or hanging a promise on the tree. Everyone is surprised
when Christmas-loving Meg and grinch Tom start to get cozy under the mistletoe.
But Tom has a big secret about his past, and in a small town like Lockton it’s hard to keep anything hidden for long. Will
everything fall apart when Meg discovers who he really is? The pair are about to learn the hard way that some promises are
impossible to keep…

Reviews for Donna Ashcroft
‘Oh how I loved this book. Spent my whole afternoon reading it and once I finished it, I was filled with joy… You get so involved
with these characters… Honestly this was such a good book. Would recommend it to everyone.’ Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘I have absolutely loved this book, I couldn’t put it down. Donna Ashcroft engaged me from the very start. This book is so good, I
finished it in just two hours. Definitely deserves a five star rating. I love the writing style used in this book! Should be a must read
for everyone.’ Goodreads Reviewer,

Author Biography

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Donna spent a couple of decades writing bad horror stories and worse poetry until she gave up and accidently fell
into publishing. After many years of working on other people’s books, she began to write her own romantic comedies
and hasn’t looked back. When Donna isn’t lost in her latest love affair, she works for a website where she indulges
her other passion – buying moisturiser. Donna lives in Hertfordshire with her own romantic hero, two gorgeous
teenagers and a couple of cantankerous cats.
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Long Walk Home
Ellyn Oaksmith

For fans of Robyn Carr, Carolyn Brown and Mary Ellen Taylor
USA Today bestselling author

Editor's Note
Long Walk Home has all the ingredients for the perfect sun-drenched escapist summer read. A picturesque winery on the
borders of a sparkling lake; a strong-willed heroine who can't afford to be distracted by the reappearance of her teenage
sweetheart; even an adorable dog. What more do you need? Author Ellyn Oaksmith brings this beautiful and heartwarming
story of family relationships and second-chance romance to gorgeous life.

Retail Description
Lola has turned her life around since her wild teenage years, but one thing hasn’t changed. Her sister Carmen can only see the
mistakes she’s made and not the potential of Lola’s plans to expand for the family vineyard business at Blue Hills. But Lola is
determined to win Carmen round—and win her respect once and for all.
But then her high school sweetheart Gus arrives back in town, and all Lola’s best-laid plans lie in tatters.
She’s not the same teenager who used to climb out of her window to see Gus—and, now a successful carpenter, he’s not the
same town tearaway. So why can’t she stop thinking about him?
So many things were left unsaid when Gus left, and finally getting to say them is part of the reason he’s come back. But will Lola
be ready to listen?
More than ever Lola needs to focus on her last chance to prove herself at Blue Hills, and to fix her relationship with Carmen. But
will she realise that the greatest chance of her life might be the one she’s about to let go by?

Reviews for Ellyn Oaksmith
'Wine? Romance? Beautifully written romantic tension, high personal stakes, and charming characters on every page? SIGN. ME.
UP. This was my first read from Ellyn Oaksmith and I adored every word. I am already dreaming about the sequel. 5 Stars!
Highly recommended.' Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

'Woohoo loved this book! I’ve found a new author to love. Her writing was so full of life, so descriptive… so many laugh out loud
moments… I can’t wait for Ellyn Oaksmith’s next book!' Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography

Ellyn Oaksmith is the USA Today and Kindle bestselling author of the Blue Hills Series, featuring the Alvarez family.
After graduating from Smith College and attaining her MFA from The American Film Institute, Ellyn began her writing
career as an award-winning screenwriter in Hollywood. Her books explore the same themes as her screenplays: grit,
humor, family and love. Ellyn lives on one of Seattle's many hills with her husband and spends as much time as
possible on the water as part of a competitive rowing team.
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A Year at Appleyard Farm
Emma Davies
Previous Translation Publishers
Fortuna (Slovak & Czech), Newton Compton (Italian), Bastei Lübbe, Luebbe
(German)

For fans of Jenny Colgan, Lucy Diamond and Debbie Johnson
The Little Cottage on the Hill series has sold over 110,000 copies and
reached the Top 100 on the Kindle CA and UK charts

Editor's Note
Previously self-published as four novellas, this title narrates the goings-on of Appleyard Farm and its inhabitants across the
seasons of one year. Having sold over 110,000 copies of Emma's Little Cottage series, we were absolutely delighted when she
agreed to give us the rights to these backlist women's fiction titles and the opportunity to republish them with a fresh and
contemporary look. Escapist, utterly charming, and full to the brim with her signature warmth, Emma has written yet another
story that whisks readers away into the beautiful English countryside and immerses them in the everyday lives of their
characters. A gorgeous romance for every season, this book is sure to bring a smile to your face.

Retail Description
Life on Appleyard Farm is all Freya Sherbourne has ever known. Having spent her childhood playing in the emerald green
meadows and berry picking until sunset, Freya intends to call the farmhouse home forever. But when her father suddenly passes
away and Appleyard Farm goes up for sale, Freya’s world comes crashing down.
Holding back the tears, she starts packing boxes while waiting for a buyer. Now the river no longer sparkles, and the apples
taste a little less sweet. Until Freya learns the exciting news that her best friends Merry and Willow are moving nearby to open a
local shop. And when someone from her past re-emerges, handsomer than ever and offering to mend the cracks in her broken
heart, Freya’s eyes begin to twinkle once again.
But falling in love is scary, especially when you don’t know what the future holds. And when Freya discovers that her new love
has been keeping a secret, one that threatens both their fragile relationship and the farm, she risks losing everything.
With the clock ticking, will Freya choose to follow her heart or save the farm? Or can she find a way to do both?

Reviews for Emma Davies
‘Wow!!! Five stars is not enough for this book!… I did not put this book down!!… touched my heart on so many levels, that I feel
my words are not enough!’ Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘Simply brilliant… hooked from the first page and wanted to give it far more than the five stars… so heart-warming and romantic
and uplifting and such a delight to read… has you in tears… An amazing read and so uplifting.’ Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Emma once worked for a design studio where she was asked to provide a fun, humorous, and not necessarily true
anecdote about herself for their website. She wrote the following: ‘I am a bestselling novelist currently masquerading
as a thirty-something mother of three.’ Well the job didn’t work out but she’s now a forty-something mother of three
and happy to report the rest of her dream came true. She now lives in rural Shropshire with her husband, three
children, and two guinea pigs where she writes full time from a shed in the garden.
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Emma Davies Book 12
Emma Davies
Previous Translation Publishers
Fortuna (Slovak & Czech), Newton Compton (Italian), Bastei Lübbe, Luebbe
(German)
Working title: After the Crash

For fans of Jodi Picoult and Amanda Prowse
Previous series, The Little Cottage series, has sold over 100,000
copies

Editor's Note
This is Emma's most heartbreaking and emotional book to date, asking the impossible question: what would you do if you
discovered the man you were falling for was behind the wheel during the accident that killed your husband? It's about love,
seconds chances and always seeing the other side of the story, and it packs a real moral and tear-jerking punch.

Retail Description
Since the death of her husband in a car accident four years ago, Louisa Taylor has done her best to hold it together
for her family, but every morning she wakes up to find her husband’s side of the bed cold and empty is more painful
than the last, and she’s struggling to make ends meet. It’s time to admit defeat and move into the crumbling seaside
hotel her daughter just bought. She’ll have a roof over her head and perhaps it might put what’s left of their broken
family back together?
To pay her way, Louisa agrees to write a story for a rural magazine on a local sand artist, Isaac Smith. But when she
recognises him as the man driving the car that killed her husband, the hurt and resentment she’s buried deep within
her breaks the surface. How can he live with the guilt? Did the accident ruin his life too? She knows the answers to
these questions will give her the closure she craves, but until she finds out what really happened that fateful day,
she can’t confront him.
But getting to know Isaac as he constructs beautiful sculptures in the sand every day and watches them wash away
with the tide every evening, Emily is shocked to find herself drawn to his quiet nature and gentle manner. There’s
something about the way he celebrates the little moments in life that awakens something in her. Louisa feels drawn
to him, but Issac’s presence in her life has the potential to tear her family apart all over again. But when Louisa finds
out about the secret Isaac has been keeping, will there be any chance of making amends for what she’s about to do?

Reviews for Emma Davies
‘Gave me goose bumps right from the start. Fantastic page-turner that I finished in one sitting.’ Goodreads Reviewer,
‘Addictive, emotional read... Didn't really want to put down.’ Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Emma once worked for a design studio where she was asked to provide a fun, humorous, and not necessarily true
anecdote about herself for their website. She wrote the following: ‘I am a bestselling novelist currently masquerading
as a thirty-something mother of three.’ Well the job didn’t work out but she’s now a forty-something mother of three
and happy to report the rest of her dream came true. She now lives in rural Shropshire with her husband, three
children, and two guinea pigs where she writes full time from a shed in the garden.
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⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

The Girl I Used to Be
Heidi Hostetter

Heidi's novel The Inheritance was a US Kindle bestseller

Editor's Note
Heidi Hostetter's writing is the perfect balance of page-turning and intelligent – her compelling family dramas take place
against a backdrop of the rolling dunes and gently lapping waves of the picturesque New Jersey Shore. A perfect lazy weekend
read.

Retail Description
In October, the small shore town of Dewberry Beach is in its off-season. Summer guests have left, their vacation
homes shuttered until Memorial Day. Now the focus is on a community coming back together as daily life for residents
falls into an easy routine. Instead of fireflies and sparklers and crabbing off the pier, there’s hot tea and spice cake and
catching up with neighbours you’ve only managed to wave to in the busy summer months.
Jill comes to town unexpectedly and doesn’t intend to stay long. She has plans for her new, unmarried life and they
don’t include Dewberry. But the New Jersey shore works its magic and with a camera in her hand, Jill finds herself
becoming more enthralled by the people and the place. So, when the business that brought her to Dewberry gets more
complicated and an opportunity for a photographer on a fundraising project comes up, she finds herself compelled to
stay at the seaside town a little longer.
Though the future still calls to her, and choosing between a fresh start outside of Dewberry, without the memory of her
marriage, becomes more difficult than Jill imagined.

Author Biography
Heidi Hostetter grew up in New Jersey and spent summers at her grandparents' house on the shore. Every magical
thing was there, from sparklers and fireflies at night to whole days spent swimming in the ocean and exploring tide
pools. When she's not writing – or reading – you can probably find her digging in her garden, ripping back a knitting
project, or burning dinner.
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The House Swap
Jo Lovett

For fans of One Day in December, The Hating Game and Beth
O’Leary
Previous title The First Time We Met has sold over 6,000 copies

Editor's Note
He needs an escape... She needs an adventure. What could possibly go wrong? So begins Jo Lovett's utterly charming new romcom, The House Swap. City boy James and island dweller Cassie couldn’t be more different, but sparks begin to fly in more ways
than one when they decide to swap homes. Jo writes with so much heart and wit, it’s impossible not to completely fall for her
characters. As well as being a gorgeous love story, this is also the story of two people finally facing their demons, which finally
brings them together. It’ll make you laugh, it’ll make you cry, and I will can guarantee it leave you with a smile on your face long
after reading. I am so excited to publish this - I just know readers everywhere are going to absolutely love it.

Retail Description
Cassie needs an escape. James needs an adventure.
So why not swap lives?
When Cassie and James find each other on a home swap website, it feels meant to be. City hotshot James needs a bolthole after
a relationship goes sour and Cassie needs to leave the comfort of her little island to research her new book.
Soon, James is living in Cassie’s cute but ramshackle house off the coast of Maine, and Cassie’s living in James’s super smart
London penthouse. It’s the perfect solution.
Except it turns out it’s difficult to switch homes without getting involved in each other’s lives. Cassie’s unimpressed when
James’s ex turn up, and James is incandescent when he discovers that he’s going to have to help organise Cassie’s next-door
neighbour’s ninetieth.
Cassie and James can’t wait to be done with each other and get back to their own lives. But sometimes it takes losing
something – or someone – to make you realise it’s what you always wanted.

Reviews for Jo Lovett
WHAT. A. STORY… Ever had to take a book chapter by chapter because you couldn’t see through your tears? Funny, lighthearted, but absolutely gut-wrenching at times. You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, you’ll be completely engulfed in Sam and Izzy’s story! A
perfect cozy up in a blanket and read on your front porch story.’ Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘Oh this book!! I've laughed and cried! This really has given me all the feels. I loved this book… I devoured this gorgeous read in
just one sitting. A love story which will completely stay with you.’ Little Miss Book Lover 87,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography

Jo Lovett lives in London with her family. She worked in Corporate Tax before taking a longer-than-expected career
break to have more-than-expected children (five). She started writing romantic comedy when she realised that she
was regularly begging her oldest son to let her do his English homework but she wasn't actually that interested in
haunted houses or Macbeth. Jo was runner-up in the Good Housekeeping/ Orion First Novel Competition 2018 and
shortlisted for the Comedy Women in Print Award 2019.
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Kelly Heard Book 3
Kelly Heard
Working Title: The Silent Woman

Editor's Note
This new book from Kelly takes her publishing more firmly into mystery and suspense, while still keeping the beautiful lyricism of
her writing and poignant emotional heart to her stories. This is a compelling and addictive American gothic that I know readers
are going to love.

Retail Description
A flower rests on the windowsill. Red. A poppy. They wilt quickly, so I know it’s freshly picked. I glance around, but
nobody’s there. Who left this for me? And what do they know that I don’t?
When Sophie wakes in hospital, she has no memory of her life before. She isn’t even sure if Sophie is even her real name.
One thing she does know is that someone wanted her dead.
When she is discharged, no one has reported her missing and the police have no leads on who was responsible for what
happened to her.
It seems she’s had a lucky escape. Although she can’t shake the feeling someone is watching her and that she isn’t out of
danger yet.
Trying to keep a low profile until she can piece together the answers she needs, Sophie takes a job working in the grounds
of a large estate, high in the remote mountains, miles from the nearest town.
But when a red flower is left outside her cottage, Sophie knows this has been sent as a warning.
They are coming for her and she won’t be safe for long.

Author Biography
Originally from the Blue Ridge Mountains in Virginia, Kelly Heard now lives in Richmond with her husband and two
children.
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Kristin Harper Book 3
Kristin Harper

For fans of Elin Hilderbrand, Debbie Macomber and Mary Alice
Monroe
Previous title Aunt Ivy's Cottage reached the Top 100 on the Kindle
UK chart
Editor's Note

Retail Description

Reviews for Kristin Harper
‘I loved this book! I laughed and cried and was full of emotions the whole time I read it… wonderful characters… I highly
recommend this book!’ It’s My Life,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘I have absolutely loved this book and been completely unable to put this one down… This is a perfect summer read… Absolutely
gorgeous.’ Little Miss Book Lover 87,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Ever since she was a young girl, there were few things Kristin liked more than creative writing and spending time on
Cape Cod, Massachusetts, with her family. Eventually (after a succession of jobs that bored her to tears), she found a
way to combine those two passions by becoming a women’s fiction author whose stories occur in oceanside
settings. While Kristin doesn’t live on the Cape year-round, she escapes to the beach whenever she can.
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Secrets at the Last House Before the Sea
Liz Eeles
Previous Translation Publishers
Rowohlt (German)

For fans of Mary Ellen Taylor, Debbie Macomber and Jenny Colgan
Author's previous series sold over 30,000 copies

Editor's Note
Driftwood House sits atop a cliff overlooking the beautiful village of Heaven's Cove. Readers will absolutely adore spending time
there, and I am so excited to publish this very special book. After writing several successful and extremely well-reviewed cosy
romcoms, Liz Eeles has turned her hand to women's fiction: and it's her best read yet, with an absolutely stunning seaside
setting, a cast of characters who leap off the pages, a beautiful romance story, and a heartbreaking inheritance dilemma.

Retail Description
Back in the tiny seaside village of Heaven’s Cove after the death of her mother, all Rosie Merchant wants is to hide her tears,
rent out her childhood home, and get back to her ‘real’ life, away from the gossiping villagers and wild Devon weather she
escaped from years ago.
She’s surprised to find a smiling man in hiking boots – local famer Liam – waiting on the stone doorstep. His kind offer to help
clear crumbling, isolated Driftwood House is hard to refuse, and despite Rosie’s determination not to let anyone get close, soon
they’re walking and laughing together along the clifftops. As clouds scud across the endless sky and green waves crash against
the shore, Rosie is reminded that nowhere is more beautiful than home.
Then, up in the attic of Driftwood House, Rosie stumbles across a photo which exposes the heart-stopping truth about how her
mother came to live at Driftwood House years ago… and Liam only seems concerned about the implications for his own nearby
farm. Did he know this painful secret all along, and should she run from Heaven’s Cove for good? Or will facing up to her
devastating family history mean Rosie can finally put down roots in this beautiful place?

Reviews for Liz Eeles
‘I absolutely ADORED this beautiful book! … I loved this beautiful story and I absolutely cannot wait to read more by this author.
Would highly recommend it to everyone.’ Renita D'Silva,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘What a warm and cosy read this was, I was enchanted from the first few pages, and just didn't want to be parted from the
book until the end… the sort of book that would warm your heart… Another wonderful book from Liz Eeles.’ Goodreads
Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Liz began her writing career as a journalist for newspapers and magazines before moving into the health sector as a
communications manager and press officer. The low point of her career was abandoning an interview with Cliff
Richard after two questions because she was about to faint – her excuse is that she was newly pregnant at the time.
Liz lives by the sea in West Sussex with her husband and grown-up daughter. She spends a lot of time meaning to
meditate, avoiding exercise, and missing her son who lives in London.
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The Forgotten Letter
Liz Eeles
Previous Translation Publishers
Rowohlt (German)

For fans of Mary Ellen Taylor, Debbie Macomber and Jenny Colgan
Author's previous series sold over 30,000 copies

Editor's Note
I can't wait for Liz's army of fans to read this incredibly special novel! As we return to the beautiful seaside village of Heaven's
Cove, Lettie Starcross uncovers the tale of her Great Aunt Iris, who fled Heaven's Cove during the Second World War and never
returned. Liz weaves an incredible story of generations-old secrets, grudges and heartache, all against the stunning Devon
scenery and quirky local characters that I know readers will fall hard for. A novel of pure escapism, mystery, and romance –
bittersweet and incredibly poignant, but ultimately uplifting and guaranteed to make hearts sing.

Retail Description
Back in the tiny seaside village of Heaven’s Cove after the death of her mother, all Rosie Merchant wants is to hide her
tears, rent out her childhood home, Driftwood House, and get back to her ‘real’ life, away from the gossiping villagers
and wild Devon weather she escaped from years ago.
She’s surprised to find a smiling man in hiking boots – local famer Liam – waiting on the stone doorstep. His kind offer
to help clear crumbling, isolated Driftwood House is hard to refuse, and despite Rosie’s determination not to let
anyone get close, soon they’re walking and laughing together along the clifftops. As clouds scud across the endless
sky and green waves crash against the shore, Rosie is reminded that nowhere is more beautiful than home.
Then, up in the attic of Driftwood House, Rosie stumbles across a photo which exposes the shocking and devastating
truth about how her mother came to live at Driftwood House years ago… and Liam only seems concerned about the
implications for his own nearby farm. Did he know about her painful family history all along, and should she run from
Heaven’s Cove for good? Or will facing up to what happened to her mother mean she can finally put down roots, in
the place she truly belongs?

Reviews for Liz Eeles
‘I absolutely ADORED this beautiful book! … I loved this beautiful story and I absolutely cannot wait to read more by this author.
Would highly recommend it to everyone.’ Renita D'Silva,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘What a warm and cosy read this was, I was enchanted from the first few pages, and just didn't want to be parted from the
book until the end… the sort of book that would warm your heart… Another wonderful book from Liz Eeles.’ Goodreads
Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Liz began her writing career as a journalist for newspapers and magazines before moving into the health sector as a
communications manager and press officer. The low point of her career was abandoning an interview with Cliff
Richard after two questions because she was about to faint – her excuse is that she was newly pregnant at the time.
Liz lives by the sea in West Sussex with her husband and grown-up daughter. She spends a lot of time meaning to
meditate, avoiding exercise, and missing her son who lives in London.
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The House at Wishing Cove
Melissa Wiesner

Editor's Note
From the moment I started reading this manuscript, I was utterly enthralled by Melissa's warm writing, endearing characters,
and beautifully romantic narrative. The Romance Writers' Association 2019 Golden Heart winner, it is no surprise that Melissa
has her readers aspiring to June and Caleb's once-in-a-lifetime love, and triumphing when love ultimately wins. But the real
strength of Melissa's writing is her ability to balance this romance with her characters' complex, dark and compelling
backstories. Indeed, June and Caleb are brilliantly three-dimensional leads, determined to overcome their pasts and escape the
secrets that lie there. This is a story of family, friendship, love and loss. You don't want to miss it.

Retail Description
June Westwood’s world comes crashing down the moment she learns that the father she never knew has died.
Now she’ll never truly know the reasons he abandoned her as a child. With her marriage in ruins, June bundles her
two daughters into the car and heads to the house he has left her in Wishing Cove, Washington, hoping she will
find the answers she so desperately craves.
The house’s surrounding meadow and rocky beach leave June breathless. But she is even more amazed to discover
her father’s oil paintings dotted around the house and his handsome, paint-splattered apprentice, Caleb, still living
on the estate. Caleb is cold and unwelcoming, but as the only person who can help her connect with her late father,
June is drawn to him in a way she can’t explain. Can she trust him? And why is every drawer in the house locked?
As Caleb shows June the nooks and crannies of Wishing Cove, his hands guiding hers as he teaches her how to
paint on her father’s easel, she feels connected to her father—and to Caleb in ways she never imagined. Could June
be starting to heal? With color returning to her life, perhaps Wishing Cove is the new start she needs for her and
her sweet girls…
But then, hidden in her father’s studio, June discovers a box of newspaper clippings that reveal why her father
abandoned her family all those years ago. And they also reveal a devastating truth that connects Caleb to her
father’s death.
Can June forgive her father for his mistakes? Can she learn to trust Caleb again? Or will these shattering
discoveries send June and her daughters running from Wishing Cove forever?

Author Biography
Melissa Wiesner is a night-owl who began writing novels about five years ago when her early-to-bed family retired
for the evening. In 2019, she won the Romance Writers of America Golden Heart® Award in the Mainstream Fiction
Category for her first novel. Her day job is in Social Work where she often encounters people knocked down by hard
times but who pick themselves up and keep going, just like the characters of her novels. Melissa lives in Pittsburgh,
PA with her charming husband and two adorable children.
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Save My Daughter
Sam Vickery

For fans of Jodi Picoult, Kate Hewitt and Diane Chamberlain

Editor's Note
Kindle bestselling author Sam Vickery is back with another moving, heartwrenching novel. When Lily's newborn baby Ella is
taken from the theme park one summer's day, she is distraught. Things worsen when she realises who has taken Ella. The
woman she trusted most in the world - her best friend Hannah. This not just a compelling race to find a child, but an emotional
story that explores what it means to be a friend, a wife and a mother.

Retail Description
As soon as we sat on the ride I knew something was wrong. I couldn’t relax. I couldn’t hear the theme park music, the giggles of
my two other children. I’d left my baby in someone else’s care. And I knew I’d made a mistake…
With her two beautiful children and newborn baby Ella, Lily’s life is full of love and laughter. She gave up her job to be a stay-athome mother, and though she sometimes envies the freedom of best friend Hannah, Lily wouldn’t trade it for anything.
But Lily’s world implodes when Hannah disappears with Ella one day, and Lily fears from the text message she receives that
Hannah doesn’t intend to come back:
You don’t deserve her.
It’s true that Lily has been keeping secrets about her marriage from Hannah, ones she thought only she and her husband knew.
Suddenly Lily realises that there are things she doesn’t know about Hannah too – and that by keeping her husband’s secrets,
she might pay the ultimate sacrifice.

Author Biography
Sam Vickery is an English author who loves gritty, emotional stories that can make you sob. As a child, she was
forever getting in trouble for being caught with her nose in a book, and these days are no different. She lives on the
south coast of England with her husband, two children and a cat that thinks it's a dog.
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The Mill on Magnolia Lane
Tilly Tennant
Previous Translation Publishers
Lighthouse Pictures (TV & Film), Bastei Luebbe (German)

For fans of Jenny Colgan, Lucy Diamond and Josie Silver
Top 20 Amazon CA and top 30 Amazon UK author. Tilly has sold over
280,000 copies

Editor's Note
The perfect book to celebrate the start of Spring The Mill on Magnolia lane is a beautiful escapist romantic comedy about new
starts, and falling in love with the man you know you shouldn't ...
Set in the stunning Suffolk countryside you'll laugh and cry as you race through the pages of the latest offering from UK Kindle
Top 20 bestseller Tilly Tennant.

Retail Description
The sky is cornflower blue, the air is scented with the smell of fresh apple blossom and Lizzie Lovell can’t wait to start her new
life in the mill on Magnolia Lane. But is she just about to fall in love with someone she shouldn’t?
When Lizzie loses her larger-than-life dad she doesn’t know how to move forward. Encouraged by a childhood dream she
shared with her beloved father, she is determined to continue his legacy and moves to the old Mill on Magnolia lane, a place he
had always longed to own.
Restoring the old windmill is a much bigger job than Lizzie bargained for, especially when she is distracted by her new next door
neighbour Jude, who has temptingly twinkly eyes and a body to die for. But when Jude’s ex- girlfriend Harriet arrives back on
the scene, Lizzie begins to wonder if life wasn’t far simpler before she moved to the mill. Especially when it emerges that Harriet
knows something about Jude’s past, something that could shatter her new start and her heart into smithereens …

Reviews for Tilly Tennant
‘I loved every minute of it... I was glued to my Kindle for a few days that's for sure!... A really brilliant read that will leave you
hooked even after a few pages’ The Cosiest Corner,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘Literally couldn’t put it down!... makes you laugh and tugs at the heartstrings, all in one go!... absolutely perfect!... breathtaking... made me cry and it made me laugh... filled me with festive warm feelings... Love love LOVED it!!.’ Stardust Book
Reviews,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
From a young age, Tilly Tennant was convinced that she was destined for the stage. Once she realised she wasn’t
actually very good at anything that would put her on the stage, she started to write stories instead. There were lots
of terrible ones, like The Pet Rescue Gang (aged eight), which definitely should not see the light of day ever again.
Thankfully, her debut novel, Hopelessly Devoted to Holden Finn was not one of those, and since it hit the Amazon
best seller lists she hasn’t looked back. Born in Dorset, she currently lives in Staffordshire.
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The Garden on Sparrow Street
Tilly Tennant
Previous Translation Publishers
Lighthouse Pictures (TV & Film), Bastei Luebbe (German)

For fans of Josie Silver and Carole Matthews
Top 20 Amazon CA and top 30 Amazon UK author. Tilly has sold over
280,000 copies

Editor's Note
The Garden On Sparrow Street is a beautiful, heartwarming winter's tale about a young widow, Nina, who is inspired to
regenerate the run-down garden near her home in Sparrow street so that all who live near her have a place to go to meet and
remember those they have lost. The community work together to get the garden ready in time for Christmas and not only do
they create a beautiful place to go, they meet new friends and in some cases form wonderful new romantic relationships.
Written with warmth and poignancy The Garden on Sparrow Street will be bringing hope and warming hearts everywhere this
Christmas.

Retail Description
Snow has been forecast in the sleepy northern town of Wrenwick and as a bitter wind blows through Sparrow Street’s gardens,
grieving widow Nina is having a hard time of it. She’s just lost her job and with Christmas approaching without her beloved
husband Gray, it’s hardly the most magical time of the year.
But when she hears that Sparrow Street’s Community Garden is to be put up for sale, Nina is determined to turn bad into good,
and she gathers the residents of Sparrow Street around her to make the neglected patch of land into a Garden of Memories.
Because Nina isn’t the only lonely soul on Sparrow Street– and as the community come together – Nina meets new neighbours
and friends and begins to develop feelings for Irish gardener Colm with his sparkling blue eyes and musical accent.
But just as Colm and Nina grow closer, and he opens up to her about his own secret loss, their beautiful garden is vandalised
and Colm’s estranged wife Jane returns from Scotland, wanting to try again. Nina knows she should let the man she’s falling for
go – it’s the right thing to do. But what if fate has other plans in store?

Reviews for Tilly Tennant
‘A fabulous, feel good book. That will make you go through every single emotion possible. It’s an absolute gem of a book and
one simply not to be missed.’ Goodreads reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘Another absolute gem from Tilly Tennant, that was hard to put down. A gorgeous comfort read, with characters to fall in love
with from the start.’ Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
From a young age, Tilly Tennant was convinced that she was destined for the stage. Once she realised she wasn’t
actually very good at anything that would put her on the stage, she started to write stories instead. There were lots
of terrible ones, like The Pet Rescue Gang (aged eight), which definitely should not see the light of day ever again.
Thankfully, her debut novel, Hopelessly Devoted to Holden Finn was not one of those, and since it hit the Amazon
best seller lists she hasn’t looked back. Born in Dorset, she currently lives in Staffordshire.
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Worth Waiting For
Tilly Tennant
Previous Translation Publishers
Lighthouse Pictures (TV & Film), Bastei Luebbe (German)

For fans of Jenny Colgan, Lucy Diamond and Josie Silver
Top 20 Amazon CA and top 30 Amazon UK author. Tilly has sold over
290,000 copies

Editor's Note
I am absolutely thrilled that we have acquired four backlist titles from Tilly Tennant, previously published through The Soho
Agency, that we are planning to re-release, starting with Worth Waiting For! Tilly is a real star on the Bookouture women's
fiction list and her writing sparkles with warmth, humour and heart. I know her existing fans who haven't yet discovered this
title and new readers alike are just going to fall head over heels for it!

Retail Description
On an ordinary, grey day a little bit of magic is about to happen on a street corner near you…
Ellie Newton’s life revolves around telling other people’s stories. As a journalist for the Millrise Echo, she’s always a phone call
away from the latest goings-on in her hometown. But school fundraisers and shopping trolley thefts have started to feel slightly,
dare she say it, boring. Until she hears about a story that definitely has something special.
Ben was heartbroken when his girlfriend Gemma walked out on him without a word. But rather than mope around the house
and eat his body weight in cookie-dough ice cream, he’s decided to do something about it. This calls for a grand gesture, and a
bunch of flowers just isn’t going to cut it. Ben has set up camp on the street outside Gemma’s house and is determined to stay
there until she explains why she left and offers him a chance to fix things.
The story has everything Ellie loves – local interest, romance, a rather handsome man – and she decides to do everything she
can to help Ben win Gemma back. But as Ellie and Ben join forces to reunite him with the girl of his dreams, could their story
lead them somewhere more unexpected, after all?

Reviews for Tilly Tennant
‘I loved every minute of it... I was glued to my Kindle for a few days that's for sure!... A really brilliant read that will leave you
hooked even after a few pages’ The Cosiest Corner,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘Literally couldn’t put it down!... makes you laugh and tugs at the heartstrings, all in one go!... absolutely perfect!... breathtaking... made me cry and it made me laugh... filled me with festive warm feelings... Love love LOVED it!!.’ Stardust Book
Reviews,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
From a young age, Tilly Tennant was convinced that she was destined for the stage. Once she realised she wasn’t
actually very good at anything that would put her on the stage, she started to write stories instead. There were lots
of terrible ones, like The Pet Rescue Gang (aged eight), which definitely should not see the light of day ever again.
Thankfully, her debut novel, Hopelessly Devoted to Holden Finn was not one of those, and since it hit the Amazon
best seller lists she hasn’t looked back. Born in Dorset, she currently lives in Staffordshire.
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Once Upon a Winter
Tilly Tennant
Previous Translation Publishers
Lighthouse Pictures (TV & Film), Bastei Luebbe (German)

For fans of Jenny Colgan, Lucy Diamond and Josie Silver
Top 20 Amazon CA and top 30 Amazon UK author. Tilly has sold over
290,000 copies

Editor's Note
This collection of linked novellas will be the second backlist title we re-release for Tilly Tennant and I am so excited to add yet
another one of her wonderfully romantic, festive titles to our list!

Retail Description
Hannah was planning a low-key family Christmas. But fate had other ideas…
It’s Christmas day and the snow is falling heavily on Holly Way. Inside her cottage, Hannah Meadows is, as usual, slightly
behind schedule with her Christmas lunch. But this year, it is only her sister Gina and niece Jess sharing it with her and she
knows they will forgive her anything. Even a turkey dinner at midnight.
With everything finally in the oven, the three of them sit down in front of the fire to open their presents, when they are
interrupted by a knock at the door.
On their doorstep is an incredibly handsome stranger, without a coat, and no memory of who he is or how he came to be there.
And so begins a winter like no other – one that will turn all their lives upside down. But when the snow finally melts and spring
flowers bloom, will the man who arrived at her door be just a funny story for Hannah to tell next Christmas? Or will he have
been the key to mending her broken heart?

Reviews for Tilly Tennant
‘A fabulous, feel good book. That will make you go through every single emotion possible. It’s an absolute gem of a book and
one simply not to be missed.’ Goodreads reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘Another absolute gem from Tilly Tennant, that was hard to put down. A gorgeous comfort read, with characters to fall in love
with from the start.’ Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
From a young age, Tilly Tennant was convinced that she was destined for the stage. Once she realised she wasn’t
actually very good at anything that would put her on the stage, she started to write stories instead. There were lots
of terrible ones, like The Pet Rescue Gang (aged eight), which definitely should not see the light of day ever again.
Thankfully, her debut novel, Hopelessly Devoted to Holden Finn was not one of those, and since it hit the Amazon
best seller lists she hasn’t looked back. Born in Dorset, she currently lives in Staffordshire.
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The Spring of Second Chances
Tilly Tennant
Previous Translation Publishers
Lighthouse Pictures (TV & Film), Bastei Luebbe (German)

For fans of Jenny Colgan, Lucy Diamond and Josie Silver
Tilly has sold over 290,000 copies.
Previously published as four novellas and in the collection Mishaps in
Millrise.
Editor's Note
This charming collection of linked novellas is another of Tilly's backlist titles that have had a Bookouture makeover. With a love
story at its heart and a cast of eccentrically endearing characters that we meet along the way, this is a must read for romance
fans everywhere.

Retail Description
Heartbroken after losing the man she was about to spend the rest of her life with in a tragic accident, Phoebe is finally ready to
let herself heal and embrace a second chance at happiness.
She’s landed her dream job in the toy shop she’s loved since she was a girl and when single dad Jack brings his five-year-old
daughter along to story time, it seems the stars have aligned to bring them together. He’s funny, handsome and his devotion to
his daughter shows Phoebe he has a heart of gold.
But just when it seems she has everything she’s ever wanted, Phoebe discovers the shop is in deep financial trouble. She’ll need
every bit of creativity and passion she has to save it.
As spring blossoms to summer sunshine, Phoebe works to turn things around, while her feelings for Jack deepen. But after
taking the big step of meeting his parents, Phoebe is left questioning everything. They make it clear Phoebe doesn’t measure up
to Jack’s late wife and she can’t help but worry that he feels the same. Maybe this wasn’t meant to be her second chance after
all.
Can Phoebe save the place she loves and the future she’s been dreaming of?

Reviews for Tilly Tennant
‘Loved it… It's kind of like watching your most favourite chick flick and feeling all gooey!’ Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘Fab book… Ideal holiday reading. Engaging characters and great fun. Will read more by this author without doubt.’ Goodreads
Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
From a young age, Tilly Tennant was convinced that she was destined for the stage. Once she realised she wasn’t
actually very good at anything that would put her on the stage, she started to write stories instead. There were lots
of terrible ones, like The Pet Rescue Gang (aged eight), which definitely should not see the light of day ever again.
Thankfully, her debut novel, Hopelessly Devoted to Holden Finn was not one of those, and since it hit the Amazon
best seller lists she hasn’t looked back. Born in Dorset, she currently lives in Staffordshire.
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The Time of My Life
Tilly Tennant
Previous Translation Publishers
Lighthouse Pictures (TV & Film), Bastei Luebbe (German)

For fans of Jenny Colgan, Lucy Diamond and Josie Silver
Tilly has sold over 280,000 copies. Previously published as Hopelessly
Devoted to Holden Finn.

Editor's Note
In this newly revamped edition, Tilly Tennant she gives us the kind of unlikely love story full of warmth, humour and heart that
her fans adore. This gorgeous novel reads like your favourite classic 90s rom com film and is guaranteed to put a smile on your
face!

Retail Description
Single mum Bonnie is a born romantic. But she’s been seriously let down by love.
Her good for nothing husband walked out on her and daughter Paige two years ago and hasn’t been heard from since.
Between trying to make ends meet on her modest income, managing teenage mood swings and the serious lack of eligible
bachelors in her small town, Bonnie has all but given up on finding her happily ever after.
But if real life romance is in short supply, it doesn’t mean Bonnie can’t indulge in a harmless imaginary one.
She’s started writing letters to her totally unattainable, dream man, baring her soul before screwing up the pages and tossing
them straight in the bin. But when fate intervenes and Bonnie actually meets the man she never thought she could have, things
take an interesting turn. Because although Bonnie never sent any of those letters she wrote, envelopes addressed to her begin
arriving mysteriously on her doorstep.
Is Bonnie about the discover that dreams really do come true?

Reviews for Tilly Tennant
‘Has you hooked from page one with its light-hearted comedy… Tilly really managed to weave magic with this book… I just could
not put down and I was desperately sad when I reached the end.’ Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘I laughed a lot… A fabulous, fun and tremendously addictive read that you will devour as if it were cake. Chocolate cake at that.’
Goodreads Reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
From a young age, Tilly Tennant was convinced that she was destined for the stage. Once she realised she wasn’t
actually very good at anything that would put her on the stage, she started to write stories instead. There were lots
of terrible ones, like The Pet Rescue Gang (aged eight), which definitely should not see the light of day ever again.
Thankfully, her debut novel, Hopelessly Devoted to Holden Finn was not one of those, and since it hit the Amazon
best seller lists she hasn’t looked back. Born in Dorset, she currently lives in Staffordshire.
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Chick-Lit

Lucy's Last Straw
Debbie Viggiano

For fans of Tracy Bloom, Sophie Kinsella and Dawn French
Top 20 Amazon UK author, with 53,000 copies sold to date

Editor's Note
I love nothing more than a relatable character that makes me laugh-out-loud and bestseller Debbie Viggiano writes them with
sharp wit and style. We all know it’s not just Lucy who’s sick of picking up her husband’s mess, and in this hilarious, colourful
romantic comedy, this wife and mother has reached her last straw. Filled with moments that will make you gasp and shake your
head, this is Debbie’s funniest book to date. My jaw ached from smiling my way through, and I’m sure readers will devour this
witty wonder too.

Retail Description
It was the toothpaste smeared around the sink that broke my marriage. As I rubbed it away AGAIN, I was reminded of
everything else I’ve tidied up these twenty-five years. Dropped boxer shorts, inside-out socks, the toilet seat… small things, but
the realisation was huge.
Lucy and Leo Jones are about to have their marriage screech to a halt over toothpaste. Of course, it isn’t really just toothpaste…
it’s everything! No sex life, adult children who keep pinging back, and a house down-size to Rose Cottage, a tumble-down affair
with a seriously neglected garden. Add the menopause and a naughty pooch, and it’s no wonder that Lucy feels stressed.
And then along comes gorgeous builder Will, ten years younger and constantly under Lucy’s feet while he does up the house.
His twinkly eyes and blow-torch smile are causing Lucy to break out in a hot sweat – but is it love, lust or simply dodgy
hormones that are causing her heart to flutter?
Everyone knows that little things build up. And then they explode. Lucy’s last straw might not be something she’s able to get
over…

Reviews for Debbie Viggiano
‘OMG this book had me rolling around on the floor before I’d even finished the first page!… I absolutely loved this book and
couldn’t put it down. I recommend you stop what you’re doing and go and buy this book now!’ Literature Love,
‘Well I simply loved this… there were a few surprises in there too! Thank you to Debbie Viggiano for bringing these characters to
life and making me laugh so hard.’ Goodreads reviewer,

⭐ ⭐⭐ ⭐⭐

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Prior to turning her attention to writing, Debbie Viggiano was, for more years than she cares to remember, a legal
secretary. She lives with her Italian husband, a rescued pooch from Crete, and a very disgruntled cat. Occasionally
her children return home from uni bringing her much joy… apart from their gifts of dirty laundry.
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As Greek as It Gets
Sue Roberts
Previous Translation Publishers
Newton Compton (Italian), Goldmann Verlag (German), Dressler Dublin (Polish),
RAO Distributie (Romanian)

For fans of Sophie Kinsella, Carole Matthews and Kristan Higgins
Sue's previous title My Big Greek Summer has sold 60,000 copies and
reached the top 30 on Amazon UK

Editor's Note
Sue Roberts has sold over 100,000 copies of her charming escapist fiction where the laughs are as large as the characters. I
can't wait to see Sue capture the hearts of more readers with this wonderful story about a Greek getaway gone awry!

Retail Description
Alice Clark is delighted when her boyfriend Max proposes. From her dead-end job to her straight-up-dead houseplants, her life
hasn’t exactly turned out how she imagined, so she can’t wait to start some wedding planning.
But the intimate affair she imagined soon grows wildly out of control, along with Alice’s doubts. Just as things reach breaking
point between the couple, Alice’s best friend whisks her away for an escape to a sun-kissed Greek island.
Sandy beaches, crystal clear waters and a cocktail – or three – and Alice soon finds herself letting loose and relaxing into the
Greek way of life. When she visits a gorgeous village nestled in the hilltops overlooking the sea, and meets a friendly local
woman with a very special business – and a very handsome son – Alice is surprised by how drawn she feels to these people and
this life.
As the sun sets on her Greek holiday, Alice knows she has some big decisions to make. Will finding herself mean losing the life
she had planned? Or could it be the start of something else entirely?

Reviews for Sue Roberts
‘I absolutely LOVED, no make that ADORED reading it… I was hooked… I stayed up reading the book until the early hours of the
morning.’ Ginger Book Geek,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘Fantastic! Stayed up late to finish it. Great summer read.’ NetGalley reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
I live in Lancashire with my long-term partner Derek and have had a lifelong love of writing, encouraged by winning
a school writing competition at the age of 11. I always assumed that ‘one day’ I would write a book, always having a
busy household and a job, the idea remained firmly on the back-burner but never forgotten. The inspiration for my
first novel came to me on a holiday to a Greek village. My daughters had left home and suddenly the time had come
to write that book!
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Some Like It Greek
Sue Roberts
Previous Translation Publishers
Newton Compton (Italian), Goldmann Verlag (German), Dressler Dublin (Polish),
RAO Distributie (Romanian)

For fans of Carole Matthews, Jenny Colgan and Sophie Kinsella
Sue's previous title My Big Greek Summer has sold 60,000 copies and
reached the top 30 on Amazon UK

Editor's Note
Sue Roberts' glorious escapist fiction brings joy to every reader (and she has over 100,000 of them!). Reading her books makes
you long to befriend her delightful larger-than-life characters, and escape on a laughter, food and cocktail filled holiday to the
Greek islands.

Retail Description
In the month-from-hell, incurable optimist Anna has lost her father and her job, and her trademark smile is dimming. Clearing
out her dad’s house, she discovers a postcard of a beautiful sandy beach and a map with a route plotted to the Greek island of
Kefalonia. With an empty summer stretching ahead, Anna’s eyes stray to her father’s ancient camper van. Next thing she
knows, she’s hitting the road with friend Maria in tow, on a course from Salford to Skala!
Over the unforgettable summer, Anna and Maria make their rickety way along the sparkling Mediterranean coast to Greece, the
hot sun shining down on their frequent mishaps with cheerful local characters. It’s the trip of a lifetime, and scent of lemons in
the air, as well as an unexpected romance, is just what Anna needs to awaken her inner Greek goddess.
But there are big surprises in store when they arrive at the island paradise, which could change both women’s lives forever. And
as summer comes to an end, Anna has to decide whether she has had enough of the Greek life, or whether it’s only just
beginning.

Reviews for Sue Roberts
‘I absolutely LOVED, no make that ADORED reading it… I was hooked… I stayed up reading the book until the early hours of the
morning.’ Ginger Book Geek,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘Fantastic! Stayed up late to finish it. Great summer read.’ NetGalley reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
I live in Lancashire with my long-term partner Derek and have had a lifelong love of writing, encouraged by winning
a school writing competition at the age of 11. I always assumed that ‘one day’ I would write a book, always having a
busy household and a job, the idea remained firmly on the back-burner but never forgotten. The inspiration for my
first novel came to me on a holiday to a Greek village. My daughters had left home and suddenly the time had come
to write that book!
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The Great Greek Escape
Sue Roberts
Previous Translation Publishers
Newton Compton (Italian), Goldmann Verlag (German), Dressler Dublin (Polish),
RAO Distributie (Romanian)

Editor's Note
Sue Roberts does it again! I may be biased, but I swear Sue gets better and better with every book. The food, the characters, the
sunny Greek locations, and above all the laughs and the joy in her book are pumped to the max in her newest title, and I know
readers will be delighted!

Retail Description
Sam Southern has made it. She’s gone from QVC to daytime TV and left her humble roots for dust. But when she
makes an unfortunate choice involving a major sleezebag and major quantities of sauvignon, her squeaky-clean image
is tarnished and her world comes crashing down. Her career in tatters, Sam is struggling to stay positive when she gets
a phone call from a crumbling little farmhouse on a Greek island.
Sam and her sister Fiona may have drifted apart lately, but as soon as Fiona invites Sam to visit her in Rhodes for the
summer, Sam leaps at the chance to escape. She’s soon trundling up the cobbled driveway to the farmhouse, the sun
beating down on her twenty suitcases, as her niece and nephew career out of the ancient wooden door.
It isn’t all sunshine and smiles though. For every afternoon spent lounging on the beach, cocktail in hand, there is a
morning spent adjusting to life with two-hundred sheep. But when she meets handsome neighbour Spyros, who makes
cheese with the farm’s milk, and the other delightful locals in Fiona’s community, she begins to appreciate the simple
pleasures this life has to offer. Even more so when she’s tucking-in to a melting moussaka with her family around the
farmhouse table.
Just as Sam is ready to ditch the designer gear for good though, she runs in to an old flame from home, and suddenly
her London life comes crashing back. Will her smooth-talking ex get this city girl to return to the concrete jungle, or
have the lessons she’s received this summer in life, and love, sunk in?

Author Biography
I live in Lancashire with my long-term partner Derek and have had a lifelong love of writing, encouraged by winning
a school writing competition at the age of 11. I always assumed that ‘one day’ I would write a book, always having a
busy household and a job, the idea remained firmly on the back-burner but never forgotten. The inspiration for my
first novel came to me on a holiday to a Greek village. My daughters had left home and suddenly the time had come
to write that book!
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The Irish Rose
Susanne O'Leary

For fans of Debbie Macomber, Sheila O’Flanagan and Mary Alice
Monroe
The Sandy Cove series has sold over 220,000 copies

Editor's Note
A brand new standalone story from Kindle bestseller Susanne O'Leary. The Irish Rose transports readers to the Wild Atlantic
Way, where family secrets unfold and romance waits for anyone who touches its sandy shores. Utterly beautiful, bursting with
descriptions of the cliffs of Sandy Cove, The Irish Rose is the perfect escape, and one we're all desperate for this year.

Retail Description
Sandy Cove in Ireland is the last place Lydia Butler thought she’d be. But having just lost everything, the run-down cottage she
inherited from her Great Aunt Nellie is the only place she can take her daughter, Sunny. Hidden away in a tiny Irish village, she
can protect Sunny from the gossip in Dublin, and the real reason they have nowhere else to live…
The cottage is part of the old coastguard station and other eccentric residents are quick to introduce themselves when Lydia
arrives. Lydia instantly feels less alone, fascinated by the stories they have about Nellie, and she’s charmed by American artist,
Jason O’Callaghan, the mysterious man who lives next door.
But the longer Lydia relaxes under the moonlit sky, the more the secret she’s keeping from Sunny threatens to come out. And as
she finds herself running into Jason’s arms, she knows she must be honest and face up to the past she has tried to forget. Has
she finally found people she can trust, and a place that she can call home?

Reviews for Susanne O'Leary
‘I couldn't put this down! Absolutely delightful!... Great read on a rainy day or a vacation read!!!! Loved this!’ Goodreads reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

‘I really wish I was still reading this book… I suppose I had to run out of pages at some point, at the rate I was devouring them…
Perfect for these hot summer days… A pure joy to read… fabulous.’ Goodreads reviewer,

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

Author Biography
Susanne O’Leary is the bestselling author of more than twenty novels, mainly in the romantic fiction genre. She has
also written three crime novels and two in the historical fiction genre. The wife of a former diplomat, she has also
been a fitness teacher and a translator. She now writes full-time from either of two locations, a rambling house in
County Tipperary, Ireland or a little cottage overlooking the Atlantic in Dingle, County Kerry. When she is not scaling
the mountains of said counties, or doing yoga, she keeps writing, producing a book every six months.
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Hattie's Home for Broken Hearts
Tilly Tennant
Previous Translation Publishers
Lighthouse Pictures (TV & Film), Bastei Luebbe (German)

For fans of Jenny Colgan, Lucy Diamond and Josie Silver
Top 20 Amazon CA and top 30 Amazon UK author. Tilly has sold over
280,000 copies

Editor's Note
Escape to the daisy-strewn windswept Dorset cliffs, to the donkey sanctuary at Sweet Briar Farm, where Hattie Rose is about to
find, that in this world, the most unlikely opposites can sometimes attract …
Not only will HATTIE'S HOME FOR BROKEN HEARTS appeal to romance lovers but it will also appeal to animal lovers. The story
is set in a donkey sanctuary on the beautiful Dorset coast. It’s a story of escape, of finding yourself and of saving others along
the way.

Retail Description
Escape to the daisy-strewn windswept Dorset cliffs, to the donkey sanctuary at Sweet Briar Farm, where Hattie Rose is about to
find, that in this world, the most unlikely opposites can sometimes attract…
Hattie was once thrilled to call the beautiful city of Paris her home. But when her heart is broken by her boyfriend and she loses
her dream job, she bids farewell to the city of love and hurries home to Gillypuddle, a sleepy village on the Dorset coast. But as
she returns home she finds her parents struggling to cope with a terrible family tragedy.
In a desperate search for a new start, Hattie takes a job at the donkey sanctuary nearby on Sweet Briar Farm where Jo, the
taciturn owner, certainly loves her animals far more than humans. Hattie can’t help but fall in love with the donkeys (and the
opportunity to get close to dreamy Canadian vet Seth) but Jo is harder to get to know and when she finds her boss sobbing in
her sleep one stormy night, she knows that her new friend is hiding a dark secret.
And when handsome newspaper reporter Owen does some digging into Jo’s past he finds something that connects her to Hattie
on a whole new level. Can Hattie trust what Owen says, especially when he seems intent on standing in the way of her
blossoming romance with Seth? And can Hattie help Jo to start healing and the donkeys of Sweet Briar Farm?

Reviews for Tilly Tennant
‘A fabulous, feel good book. That will make you go through every single emotion possible. It’s an absolute gem of a book and
one simply not to be missed.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
‘Another absolute gem from Tilly Tennant, that was hard to put down. A gorgeous comfort read, with characters to fall in love
with from the start.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars

Author Biography
From a young age, Tilly Tennant was convinced that she was destined for the stage. Once she realised she wasn’t
actually very good at anything that would put her on the stage, she started to write stories instead. There were lots
of terrible ones, like The Pet Rescue Gang (aged eight), which definitely should not see the light of day ever again.
Thankfully, her debut novel, Hopelessly Devoted to Holden Finn was not one of those, and since it hit the Amazon
best seller lists she hasn’t looked back. Born in Dorset, she currently lives in Staffordshire.
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